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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 

The objective of this thesis is to identify the various external influences affecting 

travel and tourism distribution channels in Australia. Particular reference is paid 

to the issue of whether the retail travel agent and the tour wholesaler will retain 

their respective roles as major distribution intermediaries. The extemal influences 

identified for this discussion include computer reservation systems, other new 

technologies and domestic airline deregulation. 

Primary and secondary research methods were used by the author. These included 

a survey which was distributed to a broad cross section of the travel and tourism 

industry including principals/suppliers, tour wholesalers, retail travel agents, 

speciality chaimelers and industry observers and analysts. 

Of those surveyed seventeen percent (17%) of the respondents were either 

principal operators or product suppliers, twenty three percent (23%) were tour 

wholesalers, twenty-one percent (21%) were retail travel agents and the remaining 

thirty-three percent (33%) represented a cross-section of industry observers and 

analysts. These included representatives from tourism commissions, industry 

associations, academic institutions, government bodies and professional 

consultancies. 

The study tested the validity of two research assumptions designed to assess the 

impact of a changing business environment on the existing channels of 
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distribution. The research findings indicate that the changing business 

environment is creating operational uncertainty for travel and tourism 

businesses. 

The following research outcomes support this statement. 

* The majority of respondents to the industry survey indicated that they 

were continually assessing and revising their options for product 

distribution. 

* There is an increased recognition of the Importance of Computer 

Reservation Systems (CRS) (or Global Distribution Systems (GDS) as 

they are often called), which have become a necessary development given 

the reliance of the travel and tourism industry on intemational 

communications. 

* Ninety nine percent of the respondents agreed that retail travel agents 

need to invest in CRS/GDS to remain competitive in the face of domestic 

airline deregulation. 

* CRS/GDS will act as additional intermediaries within the channels of 

product distribution. They will also complement and not compete with 

present intermediaries operating within the distribution system in 

Australia. 

* Non-automated travel agents are expected to experience difficulty in 

servicing clients and in maintaining service provided by principals 

following the deregulation of domestic aviation primarily because of the 

rapidity of air fare changes. This indicates that the trend towards 

automation is one of business survival. 

12 
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* There is a degree of evidence provided by suppliers and tour wholesalers 

to suggest a trend towards direct marketing of travel product to potential 

travel buyers via mail and telemarketing. 

* A trend is evident towards increased vertical integration of distribution 

channels with suppliers, wholesalers and retailers closely related through 

equity participation or full membership. 

* There is an emerging trend towards specialised channels of product 

distribution providing niche marketing facilities for travel product. 

* An increasingly sophisticated and educated travel public is seeking travel 

information which can be rapidly sourced. Confirmations of bookings 

need to be made quickly and conveniently. 

* Responses indicate that the Australian distribution network will 

experience some different outcomes to those experienced in North 

America following deregulation due to differences in the population base 

and tourism infrastructure ownership in the two countries. 

First Research Assumption 

The first research assumption is that retail travel agents will remain the primary 

distribution intermediary for leisure travel product. There is some conjecture 

evidenced by the survey responses over this issue. It is evident that retail travel 

agents will retain their role as primary distribution intermediaries, but may lose 

some ground in the face of increased levels of direct sales and marketing by 

suppliers. 

Although there is evidence of experimentation with various methods of product 

distribution, it can be concluded that retail travel agents will remain the primary 

intermediary facilitating the purchase of leisure travel product. New 

developments will be most relevant for specialist products and markets. This 

outcome supports the first research assumption. 

13 
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A summary of the survey outcomes suggests that:-

* A greater percentage of product will be distributed directly to the travel 

buyer in the future. 

* There is an emerging trend for product suppliers and principals to reduce 

the percentage of product distributed via retail agents in preference for an 

increased use of direct marketing. 

* Tour wholesaler responses suggested a similar outcome to the above 

statement, with a number of wholesalers decreasing the percentage of 

product distributed via retail agencies in favour of a more direct approach 

to distribution. 

* It is believed that retail travel agents need to increase their 

competitiveness and efficiency. This should be bought about by; 

embracing modem distribution technology 

an emphasis on product specialisation and increased levels of travel 

product knowledge by travel consultants 

- the need for operator competency and efficiency when handling 

CRS/GDS 

* There would appear to be minimal threat to travel agents emanating from 

the direct sale of leisure travel via home computer/television monitors. 

Respondents expressed the view that leisure travel is a personal purchase 

and requires an element of human interaction. 

* It is suggested that CRS/GDS will provide additional amounts of leisure 

travel information to retail agents. It is hoped that this may inspire greater 

buyer confidence to deal with travel agents. 

14 
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* Approximately fifty nine percent (59%) of the respondents believe that retail 

travel agents will become a more important intermediary as CRS/GDS 

become established in Australia. Tour wholesalers however disagreed with 

this outcome. 

* There is evidence that some retail travel agents are increasing their 

product specialisation and providing unique services for niche markets. 

* There is a recognition that retail travel agents will lose some share of 

minimum servicing products to automated transaction procedures and to 

other new technologies. 

* Increased involvement by the major domestic airlines in retail distribution 

may result in domestic airlines becoming less dependant upon 

independent retail travel agents to distribute their product. 

* The increasing number of travel products available from an increasing 

number of suppliers will create a greater need for retail travel agents to 

offer expert product knowledge and advice for travel purchasers. 

* Retail travel agents will need to "add value" to their product through 

service and experience to become more competitive in the future and to 

differentiate their product from that of their competitors. 

* Retail travel agents will retain their role as primary distribution 

intermediaries, but their degree of dominance in the distribution system 

may decrease. 

Second Research Assumption 

The second research assumption is that the role of the tour wholesaler as a 

travel product intermediary will become less important in the distribution 

network as a result of the changing industry environment. 

15 
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It is suggested that the future role of the tour wholesaler as a travel product 

intermediary may decrease, although it is expected that they will retain their 

role (to a lesser extent) as distribution intermediaries which bulkbuy product 

and develop travel packages for sale in retail agencies. The precise nature of 

their future role in the industry however will alter as it is subject to the 

changing demands of CRS, electronic brochuring and the type of leisure travel 

product required by the traveller. 

A summary of trends from the research relating to the future role of the 

wholesalers include; 

* That the tour wholesaler will remain an important distribution 

intermediary of the future. 

* That the introduction of CRS/GDS is not perceived as a direct threat to 

the existence of the tour wholesaler and that both the CRS and the tour 

wholesaler may become mutually inclusive for packaged leisure product 

as distribution channels develop. 

* Eighty three percent of the respondents indicated that there is a future need 

for tour wholesalers to invest in "electronic brochuring" as a means of future 

product distribution. 

* There is a real expectation that tour wholesalers need to become familiar 

with advanced forms of technology including "electronic brochuring" 

techniques in order to distribute packaged product via CRS/GDS. 

However, it is suggested that there will always be a need for product 

information in hardcopy format (brochure). Electronic brochures may be 

seen as an additional source of product information, and not necessarily a 

replacement for hardcopy brochures. The conclusion is that travel, being 

an intangible product will always require tangible evidence of the 

purchase. 

16 
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Tour wholesalers will remain important intermediaries because of their 

product packaging expertise and bulk purchasing power which provides 

the industry with package tours at acceptable prices. 

17 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation examines the changing nature of distribution channels with 

particular reference to leisure travel. Leisure travel for the purposes of this study 

is defined as the activity of consumers using their discretionary leisure time to visit 

a destination which encompasses at least an airline ticket and accommodation as 

a part of the leisure travel experience. The dissertation will highlight the 

importance of various intermediaries which operate within these channels and 

assess the extent to which the role of traditional intermediaries (tour wholesalers 

and retail travel agents) will alter as a result of the changing business enviromnent 

in which they exist. The issue of Computer Reservations Systems and packaged 

holidays has not been discussed falling outside the set objectives of this research. 

This issue may well be worthy of a specific future study. The research 

concentrates on two main assumptions which relate to:-

a) The future role of the retail travel agent and 

b) The future role of the tour wholesaler. 

A theoretical background is provided on traditional retail distribution channels 

with emphasis on the application of marketing theory to (intangible) travel and 

tourism products. There are many recognised channels of travel and tourism 

product distribution comprising various intermediaries. It is anticipated that these 

will alter as a result of technological developments such as Computer Reservations 

Systems (CRS's), developing new technologies and the arrival of domestic airline 

deregulation in Australia. 
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A full description of travel and tourism intermediaries has been provided in order 

to understand their role and function within product distribution channels. The 

distribution intermediaries examined include suppliers/principals, tour 

wholesalers, retail travel agents, speciality channelers, consolidators and general 

sales agents. 

An overview of distribution channels operating in other Western countries is also 

presented. This overview draws out similarities, relationships and trends taking 

place in intemational travel product distribution. Although a detailed comparative 

analysis is not within the scope of this research paper, an understanding of 

intemational developments in the distribution process was considered to be 

essential in order to identify past and present intemational distribution trends. 

Both primary and secondary research data have been used. Secondary data was 

collected from a variety of national and intemational articles and publications. 

Primary data was gathered by implementing a travel and tourism questionnaire. 

This involved the collection of expert opinion from key members of the travel and 

tourism industry. An interpretation of the likely developments in travel 

distribution in Australia has been extrapolated from this data. 

The findings presented in the executive summary have proven to be consistent 

with previous research on general trends in the industry, on developments of 

technology and on the perceived preparedness of the industry to accept and adapt 

to change. 

20 
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SECTION 1. 
METHODOLOGY 
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SECTION 1 
METHODOLOGY 

This thesis has been undertaken to collect, review and critically analyse the views 

of key members of the Australian travel and tourism industry towards present and 

future distribution channels of leisure product. Section one provides a research 

framework. 

OVERVIEW 

A postal questionnaire was used for data collection. This technique has been 

selected as a method commonly used to collect expert opinion and knowledge and 

then to arrive at an informed interpretation about the likely occurrence of a certain 

trend. 

An analysis and interpretation of responses provided an understanding of industry 

attitudes towards recent changes within Australian travel and tourism distribution. 

1.1 PROCEDURES 

Conceptual 

The research area identified concems the changing pattems of tourism product 

distribution in Australia. This situation has resulted from an increasingly uncertain 

working environment which includes the introduction of CRS/GDS, new 
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information technologies and the advent of domestic airline deregulation. It is 

suggested that these factors of change will have a significant influence over the 

shape and configuration of travel and tourism distribution channels. The study 

examines these changes and nominates future outcomes. 

First Research Assumption 

That retail travel agents will retain their role as primary distribution 

intermediaries of leisure travel product. Leisure travel for the purpose of this 

study is defined as a person or persons using their discretionary leisure time to 

visit a destination which requires both an airline ticket and accommodation 

component as part of leisure travel. 

Second Research Assumption 

That the role of the tour wholesaler as a travel product distribution intermediary 

will become less important as a result of the changing industry environment. 

1.2 DATA COLLECTION 

Data has been collected from various sources and by the following methods of 

collection. 

a) Secondary Data 

Phase one of the study was devoted to collating and analysing relevant 

secondary data. Limited recognised research has been undertaken in this 

area of Australian travel and tourism. Bibliographical searches were 

undertaken in an attempt to locate relevant secondary data. The results of 

the search appear in the extensive bibliography referenced at the end of this 

document. 
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b) Primary Data: 

Primary data was collected via the implementation of a postal questionnaire 

directed at the travel and tourism industry. The objective of the 

questionnaire was to evaluate the present role played by intermediaries 

operating within the travel and tourism distribution system and to solicit 

informed predictions as to how this role may alter m the future. 

A pilot questionnaire was developed and implemented at the Victorian 

Holiday and Travel Show held in Melboume. As a result of information 

received from this exercise the final questions were then modified and 

focused to meet the objectives outlined. Following this assessment and 

subsequent revision the questionnaire was distributed to 120 industry 

members accompanied by a pre-addressed postage paid retum envelope to 

generate a high percentage return. A brief cover letter on Victorian 

University of Technology letterhead explained the purpose of the survey and 

requested participation. Of 120 surveys distributed, 52 (approximately 43%) 

were retumed. A broad cross section of responses were received (table 1) 

from various industry members including individual retail travel agents, 

representatives of agent organisations and collectives (chart 1). Product 

principals, tour wholesalers, industry administrators and analysts including 

management consultants, tourism commission representatives, tourism 

educationalists and industry commentators also responded. An overview of 

individual respondents can be viewed in appendix A. 
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Table 1. 

REGISTER OF SURVEYS POSTED AND PERCENTAGE RETURNED 

Suppliers/Principals 
Tour Wholesalers 
Retail Travel Agencies 
Administrators/Analysts 
Other 

Number 
Posted 

29 
23 
27 
41 

120 

Number 
Returned 

9 
12 
11 
17 
3 

52 

As%of 
Retum 
31.0% 
52.2% 
40.7% 
41.5% 

43.3% 

As%of 
Results 
17.0% 
23.0% 
21.0% 
33.0% 
6.0% 

100.0% 
IHTABLBS 

CHART 1. SURVEY RESPONDENTS BY CATAGORY 

Suppliers / 
Principals 
17.00% 

OtheL^DO^ 

Tour Wholesalers 
23.00% 

Administrators / 
Analysts 33.00% 

Retail Travel 
Agencies 21.00% 
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Sampling Frame 

A samplmg frame is a list of the sampling units available for selection at the stage 

of the sampling process. At the final stage the actual sample is drawn from a list.w 

The frame used in this case relates to a list taken from the index of travel and 

tourism publications which included; 

- Travel Trade Year Book ĉ) 

- Australian Federation of Travel Agents "List of Members" P) 

- The Interdata Leisure and Tourism Handbook w 

- Melboume Tourism Authority Business Directory (̂  

The population was estimated at 4,200. From this population a sample was 

selected by choosing a simple random sampling method. 

The sample of 52 responses received was calculated at 1.2% of the population. In 

certain cases follow up action was implemented to encourage prospective 

respondents to complete surveys. In some cases the respondents expressed an 

indifference to complete and retum the survey. Due to limited resources of time 

and money available , it was decided to terminate the collection of data after 

receiving the 52 responses. 

The Sample Size 

The larger the sample size, the better the representation of the population. In this 

case however that sample size of 52 is 1.2% of the estimated population. 

^ Mansfield£.. Stasticts for Business and Economics, p.7. 
2 Business Press Intemational, Travel Trade Year Book. Sydney, 1990. 
3 Australian Federation of Travel Agents, List of Members. Sydney, 1989. 
* The Interdata Leisure and Touri.sm Handbook. 2nd. Edition, Interdata, Sydney, 1989. 
5 Melboume Tourism Authority, Tourism Business Directory. Melboume, 1990. 
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However, while the sample was not a large sample numerically, the responses 

were detailed therefore providing significant information. As indicated by 

Mansfield,"the sample size is indeed one determinant of how much confidence 

you can put in a sample result but that it is by no means the only determinant .<̂  

Bladock provides support for Mansfields statement by stating that" a factor that is 

large enough to produce differences that are stastically significant in a small 

sample is therefore much more worthy of one's attention than a factor that 

produces small differences that can only be shown to be stastically significant with 

a very large sample"c7). 

Questionnaire Design/Selection Criteria 

The postal questionnaire was divided into four main sections including; 

A. Current travel and tourism distribution channels 

B. The changing business environment 

C. Future travel and tourism distribution channels 

D. Influences on Australian channels of distribution 

A total of fifteen questions were asked. Diagrammatic, short answer and 

agree/disagree style responses were requested. 

c) Data Analysis 

A computerised analysis was undertaken utilizing the SPSSX program 

available at Victoria University. The IBM compatible Microsoft Excel 

program was also used to generate percentage outcomes and charts from the 

results provided. 

6 Mansfield^.. Stasticts for Business and Economics, p.7. 
7 Bladock. H.M. Social Stastirts p Ifi^ 
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d) Data Interpretation 

Both secondary and primary data collected were analysed and interpretations 

made relating the new research findings to the secondary information 

obtained. These interpretations are included in the body of this report. 
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SECTION 2 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS AND 

MARKETING THEORY 
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SECTION 2 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

Section two provides an understanding of marketing distribution theory. This 

theory is then applied to travel and tourism distribution channels with specific 

reference to intermediaries used. 

2.1 DEFINING DISTRIBUTION 

The link between the suppliers of tourism product and the buyers of the product is 

known as the Tourism Distribution System. The reason for its existence is to 

provide buyers with information on the various components of travel product, so 

that a buying decision can be made. 

Distribution is part of the marketing process. Kotler (1984: p.545)8 states that; 

"The concept of marketing channels is not only limited to the distribution of 

physical goods. Producers of services also face the problem of making their 

output available and accessible to target populations". 

Bucklln (1966)' provides a more specific definition of distribution channels 

stating that distribution is; 

"a set of institutions which performs all the activities utilized to move a product 

and its title from production to consumption." 

8 KotIer.P., Marketing Managemftnt- Analysis. Planning and Control. 1984, p.545. 
9 Bucklln, in Middleton, V.C, Marketing in Travel and Tourism. Oxford, 1988, p.l84. 
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Middleton (1988: p.l86)io suggests that Bucklin's definition of distribution is 

based on physical goods and that it does not provide for an adequate definition of 

tourism related services. In order to provide a more precise definition of 

distribution for travel and tourism he states the following; 

"A distribution charmel is any organised and serviced system, created or 

utilized to provide convenient points of sale and/or access to consumers away 

from the location of production and consumption, and paid for out of marketing 

budgets." 

Middleton's definition is broader than that of Bucklin and also the often referred to 

definition of distribution for services by Donelly (1976: p.57)(ii) in which he 

introduces the role of the distribution intermediary. Donelly states that; 

"Any extra corporate entity between the producer of a service and the 

prospective users that is utilized to make the service available and/or more 

convenient is a marketing intermediary for that purpose." 

The purpose of distribution therefore is to provide a link between supply and 

demand, producer and consumer, thus providing product availability. Mcintosh 

(1979: p.400)i2 defines channels of tourism distribution as; 

"an operating stmcture or system of linkages of various combinations of travel 

organisations through which a producer of travel products describes and 

confirms travel arrangements to the buyer". 

10 Middleton, V.T.C., Marketing in Travel and Tourism. Oxford, 1988, p.l86. 
11 Doimelly, J.H., "Marketing Intermediaries in Oiannels of Distribution for Services", Journal of 

Marketing. January 1987, p.57. 
12 Mcintosh, R.W., "Definitions" unpublished (1979) in Mill, R.C, and Morrison, A.M., 

The Tourism System. 1985, p.400. 
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In summary it is suggested that the reason for any system of distribution is to 

facilitate the sale of a product via a recognised channel (or path) which provides 

for product flow. Marketing activities are therefore directly related to the process 

of distribution in that they influence this product flow.t") 

Travel product distribution can be viewed as a system of linkages involving a 

variety of travel organisations through which travel products are created, 

promoted, assessed and purchased. Welburn (1987)̂ '* in discussing product 

distribution suggests that distribution channels contribute as many as nine separate 

ways to the purchase of a product, commencing at product demonstration through 

to physical distribution of the product. 

1. Demonstration 

Enabling the customer to assess the product easily, gathering information 

(brochures) which can be then discussed and assessed at home. 

2. Comparison 

Assembling together other similar products from other sources by which 

comparisons may be made and choice may be exercised. 

5. Parallel Purchase 

This is the purchase of different but related products, thus offering the 

consumer the convenience of one-stop shopping. 

13 Middleton, V.T.C., 1988, p.l88. 
14 Welbum, H., "Travel Selling and Distribution", Travel and Tourism Analyst. 1987. 
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4. Merchandising 

In this case the distribution channel adapts and packages the product to meet 

the specific needs of markets. This may vary from language variations 

through to adopting the specific product for different environments. 

5. Breaking Bulk 

A marketing term whereby the distribution channel enables the customer to 

purchase what is specifically needed (an individual item of a bulk purchase 

made by distributor), while the distributor handles the larger volumes of the 

product. 

6. Selling 

The appropriate distribution channel seeks out buyers and sells to them, 

bringing local knowledge and finesse to selling, pricing, promotion, 

advertising etc. This factor provides for credibility and accountability for the 

product. 

7. Stockholding 

Again in traditional market theory, the distribution channel (the 

intermediaries) have the facility to finance the stocks held in the pipeline, 

thus making the product readily available to the consumer. 

8. Access 

The distribution channel should offer the consumer a convenient local point 

of purchase. This saves the producer from handling a multiplicity of retail 

transactions which may be globally related. 
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9. Physical Distribution 

The distribution bridges the geographical gap between producer and 

consumer. This refers to the physical transportation of goods. 

This distribution mix (choice of distribution chaimels by principals), like other 

marketing mixes may vary greatly, but often some permutation of these activities 

which Welburn describes is applied to all products sold. 

Distribution Theory Applied to Travel and Tourism Products 

In adapting the application of marketing distribution theory to the sale of leisure 

travel product we must recognise the contribution of the different travel and 

tourism intermediaries. 

Demonstration and Comparison 

Information about leisure travel is provided via various mediums 

including advertising and merchandising and the information brochures 

typically found in travel agencies. These brochures, accompanied by 

supporting information provided by travel consultants and information 

centres satisfy the distribution functions of demonstration and 

comparison. 

Parallel Purchase 

The third function of distribution theory, parallel purchase may be 

relevant for some forms of travel purchase yet absent for others. An 

independent traveller may for example may intend to purchase an 

airline ticket only, but be persuaded Xo parallel purchase one night's 

accommodation at the destination along with coach fransf er from the 
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airport to the place of accommodation. Altematively a traveller may 

chose to purchase a fully inclusive package tour which may include 

all of the individual components of the fravel experience from the 

airline ticket to meal and touring costs. In the case of inclusive tour 

packaging, the function of comparison has been performed 

previously by the tour operator who Ijas developed the package. 

Merchandising and Bulkbreaking 

The merchandising and bulkbreaking requirements are also 

performed by the tour operator or wholesaler, in the case of an 

inclusive tour, but are often handled by the travel agent for the more 

independent traveller. 

Selling 

The function of selling is a shared responsibility by the various 

intermediaries, most often occurring at the retail travel end. 

Stockholding 

Tour Wholesalers are usually involved in stockholding of product in 

preparation for packaging. This is usually achieved by wholesalers 

negotiating with the product principals to purchase large stocks of 

product (seats on planes, hotel rooms etc) well ahead of time so that 

they can package up product and have time then to sell the 

packaged product to potential leisure travellers. 
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Access 

The major role of the travel agent, when making a comparative 

assessment of marketing theory, is that of convenient access by 

which the consumer can assess an intemational product and make a 

purchasing decision. 

Physical Distribution 

Physical delivery of travel product, (unlike more tangible product) is 

not available (except for the brochure) to the travel purchaser via the 

travel distribution channel. The reason for this is simply that the 

consumer must travel to the product in order to actually "consume" 

what is purchased. Physical distribution of the brochure etc does 

The preceding summary tends to support the first research assumption that retail 

travel agents are an integral part of tourism product distribution. Of the nine 

distribution functions nominated by Welburn, retail travel agents contribute to at 

least seven including demonstration, comparison, parallel purchase, 

merchandising, selling, access and physical distribution. 

There are many altemative combinations of distribution channels or "pipelines" 

which use intermediaries to handle travel and tourism products. The main 

influences in selecting a distribution network suitable for the sale of a travel 

product are:-

a) nominating target markets, 

b) selecting the expanse of distribution (geographical) required 

c) budgetary constraints. 

These factors of channel selection will be explained in more detail later in this 

thesis. 
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In discussing the specifics of travel and tourism product distribution it is integral 

to understand the structure of the tourism industry. It is best at this stage to view 

the industry under the three major categories of Principals, Intermediaries and 

Customers. 

According to Middleton (1988: p.l87))i5 a Principal is defmed as "any producer 

who has product to sell to the customer or to achieve sales through one or more 

third parties" and Intermediaries are the middlemen in the sale of travel and 

tourism product and can be defined as any third party or organisation interacting 

between producers and customers which facilitate the purchase of travel products. 

Customers are of course the buyers and consumers of the travel product. The 

focus of this discussion however relates to the role of the distribution 

intermediaries. 

2.2 DISTRIBUTION INTERMEDIARIES 

Diagram 1 
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Travel Distribution System, Bitner and Booms, "Trends in Travel and Tourism 
Marketing", 1982, p.39. 

15 Middleton, V.T.C., 1988, p.l87. 
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Bitner and Booms (1982)^^ suggest that there are three main categories of travel 

intermediaries influencing the travel and tourism distribution network - Tour 

Wholesalers, Retail Travel Agents and Speciality Chaimellers. These are 

displayed in diagram 1. Various levels of interaction exist between these major 

intermediaries, the product principals and the customers. This results in an 

extended range of chaimel configurations. 

According to a report on distribution published in 1978 by the World Tourism 

Organisation<^^ the role and importance of distribution intermediaries is directly 

linked to the benefits that they provide for the producers of tourism services and to 

the functions they perform on their behalf. Suggested benefits include; 

* It is in the producers' interest to be able to concentrate on furnishing the 

services he specialises in, to control and improve their quality and to use his 

marketing expertise to make sure that the service he offers corresponds to the 

needs and expectations of his customers. 

* Intermediaries can, through specialisation, achieve better results in the field 

of distribution and selling than the producer; they have direct contact with 

the markets and potential customers, which would be difficuh and more 

costly for the producer. 

* Intermediaries create a complete package of tourist services, although this is 

their most important function. From the point of view of the tourist, they 

also serve as sources of information about destinations, types of services and 

their advantages and disadvantages, thus confronting the potential tourist 

with a range of choices and altematives. 

16 Bitner, M., Booms B., "Trends in Travel and Tourism Marketing: The Changing Stmcture of 
Distribution Channels". Journal of Travel Research. 1982. 

17 "Distribution Channels", World Tourism Organisation, 1978. 
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In most cases, no single distribution channel will be suitable for the sale of a given 

tourist service. Usually several chaimels are used in combination to ensure that 

the potential market(s) is adequately covered and that various customer segments 

(individual travellers, buyers of package tours, incentive and conference travel for 

example) are provided with the sales, services and information that they requke. 

Distribution channels and their eventual effectiveness in providing access to travel 

and tourism product relate directly to the mode of distribution channel being used 

which in turn are influenced by the role of the intermediaries operating with a 

particular charmel configuration. 

Diagram 2 below provides an insight into the several intermediaries which 

contribute to the distribution system. These interact through a variety of 

combinations (chaimels) to pass the product from its original source to the 

consumer. An explanation of the individual intermediaries follows. 

Diagram 2 
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Suppliers (Principals) 

A supplier provides a product and/or service for use by wholesalers, travel 

retailers or travel consumers who are the end users of the product. There is an 

ever present need for product suppliers to provide quality product which possesses 

a unique selling position and therefore a competitive edge in the market. 

Examples of suppliers include : 

Transport 

Planes 

Trains 

Coaches 

Ships 

Bicycles 

Horses 

Hire cars 

Accommodation 

Hotels 

Hostels 

Motels 

Guest Houses 

Trains 

Ships 

House Boats 

Sightseeing 

Museums 

Churches 

Galleries 

Shops 

Gardens 

Beaches 

National Parks 

Theme Parks/Zoo 

Meals 

Restaurants 

Cafes 

Hotel/Motels 

Tour Wholesalers 

Tour Wholesalers negotiate with suppliers to purchase a series of products and/or 

services in order "package" them into a tour program and then market this product 

to retailers and speciality channelers at a wholesale (nett) price. The products 

packaged may include airline seats, hotel beds, coach transfers, sightseeing tours 

and meals etc. The wholesaler then "packages" together these product/services 

into a tour and promotes them to the potential traveller in a variety of stmctures 

ranging from fully escorted tours through to packaged tours. Tour wholesalers 

may specialise in a specific product area (a destination such as Bali), a specific 
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market (eg. adventure travellcre) or in a type of transportation used (such as coach 

tours). Wholesalers offer three types of tours: 

Escorted Tours: A type of organised tour that includes the services of a 

professional travel escort who accompanies an individual or group throughout the 

tour. 

Hosted Tours : An organised tour that includes the services of a tour host 

who meets an individual or group at each destination to make local arrangements, 

but does not accompany the tour. 

Packaged Tours : An organised tour, individual or group that includes airfare 

and some ground arrangements, but does not necessarily include the services of 

anyone meeting the individual or group at the destination. 

Advancing information technology, the development of computer reservation 

systems and the increasing sophistication and independent demands of the 

Australian traveller indicate that the role of the tour wholesaler may experience 

future change. 

This statement is supported by Clarke of Jetset Tours who states in King and 

Hyde(i*) that Jetset is now using a distribution technology system known as 

"Worldlink" (Jetsets land-leisure booking system). Worldlink has the ability to 

electronically access a choice of airfares from intemational airline "megasystems" 

plus land products and prices therefore providing for desktop packaging of 

18 King.B., Hyde.G., Tourism Marketing in Australia. 1989. 
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simplified travel product at retail agency level. It is suggested that such 

developments threaten the traditional role of the wholesaler as a product 

intermediary? The second research assumption of this study concentrates on these 

proposed changes. 

Retail Travel Agents 

Retail travel agencies actually process the sale of the tours, air tickets and other 

travel services to the customer. The retail travel agency enters into contractural 

relationships with suppliers, clients, and sometimes employees. With regard to 

suppliers, the relationship is usually one of "agency'. Gee (1990:p.257) suggests 

that the legal concept of "agency" defines a "relationship that is fiduciary in nature 

(based on trust, confidence and loyalty) and is between two companies or persons 

where one, the seller, known as the agent, is authorised by the other, the supplier, 

known as the principal, to deal with third persons. In the travel and tourism 

industry, this means the travel agency represents the various principals and is able 

to act for and in the place of these principals in the sale of their products, "(î ) 

The retail travel agencies make reservations on behalf of airlines, tour operators, 

hotels, cmises and car rental companies; sells package tours, travel insurance, and 

travellers cheques; develops travel itineraries, and provides one-stop convenience 

in planning and collecting payment for all services associated with planning a 

holiday. They are normally conveniently located with a shopfront. 

The retail travel agent operates on a commission basis and is compensated by the 

supplier for sales made. A retail travel agency will usually not purchase services 

from an airline, hotel or any other supplier until a client has already paid for the 

travel services he or she has requested. 

19 Gee et al., Professional Travel Agpncv Management. 1990, p.257. 
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The changing business environment in which retail travel agents operate suggests 

that there may be a need to re-assess their future operational sfrategy. The fnst 

research assumption supports this statement by suggesting that retail travel agents 

will retain their role as primary distribution intermediaries of leisure travel 

product as they adapt to their changing business environment. 

Speciality Channelers 

These can be described as intermediaries functioning between the retailer and the 

customer. Recognized speciality channelers include Incentive Travel Firms, 

Business Meetings and Convention Planners, Corporate Travel Offices and 

Supplier Sales Offices. 

Speciality Channelers unlike retail travel agents, do not receive commissions or act 

as middlemen in reselling travel services, but instead they act as intermediaries in 

contracting for travel services at efficient costs on behalf of the organization they 

represent. 

Speciality channelers are growing in number throughout the travel and tourism 

industry as a result of rapid growth in the conventions, conference, meetings and 

incentive markets over the last decade. An increasing percentage of tour 

wholesalers and retail travel agents are beginning to view speciality channelers as 

an expanding target market for the distribution of travel product. 

Consolidators 

Consolidators refers to travel companies that receive maximum overrides (an extra 

commission paid for frequent bookings with a particular company) in return for an 

annual volume of substantial size or lower contracted rates. Consolidators unlike 
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tour wholesalers, a consolidator sells only one of the travel components, such as 

airline seats or hotel rooms. The term in practice is often associated with airline 

seats but conceptually can be applied to other areas as well. 

General Sales Agents 

A General Sales Agent (GSA) is the exclusive representative of a principal for a 

given area. The principal will normally contract a GSA and specify the terms and 

conditions of the representation. With regard to travel suppliers, GSA's may be 

authorised to act on behalf of the principal in taking reservations, completing sales 

transactions, and making sales calls. In essence, the GSA may function as the 

local sales and reservations office for the principal. This enables the principal to 

extend the product distribution network without incurring the expense of 

additional staff and provision of offices. 

Direct Sales 

The soaring costs of distribution for suppliers is a major reasons for the emergence 

of direct selling.^^) This situation already exists in many overseas countries 

including Europe and North America. Suppliers in these countries are now 

pressing the travel agency industry to prove that its system of distribution is more 

cost effective than the direct sales systems being developed by suppliere.̂ î) 

An additional pressure on travel agents is the increasing use of toll free 008 

numbers by principals and wholesalers for the promotion of sales inquiries and 

bookings. 

20 Middleton,V.T.C.,"Marketing Implications of Direct Selling" in Intemational Tourism 
Quarterly, No.2,1980. 

21 "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 
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The system of tourism distribution has a powerful influence on travel behaviour 

with each intermediary possessing the ability to influence when, where and how 

people travel. It would appear however, that some intermediaries are more 

influential than others ie. retail travel agents compared with speciality channelers. 
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SECTION 3 
TRAVEL DISTRIBUTION AND THE 

CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
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SECTION 3 
TRAVEL DISTRIBUTION AND THE CHANGING 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

The first part of this section provides an overview of international travel 

distribution including the North American and European experiences, as well as 

the current Australian situation. The discussion then focuses upon the changing 

business environment with specific reference to the instigators of change which 

will impact on the future operations of both retail travel agents and tour 

wholesalers. 

3.1 VARIATIONS IN TRAVEL DISTRIBUTION 

Travel and tourism distribution channels vary from one country to another 

depending on historical or other influences. 

The North American Experience 

The North American Experience is characterised by large population and a very 

competitive operating environment. The airlines or "carriers", although powerful 

have not integrated vertically as has happened in Australia, where the domestic 

airlines control infrastructure, tour wholesalers and an increasing share of the retail 

travel market. The North American Airiines have devoted their distribution 

dollars to becoming the leaders in the development of CRS, with the dominant 

airlines (American and Pan Am) achieving a substantial control over distribution 

of airline product in the United States. 

Tour operators are powerful members of the travel distribution process. There are 

a number of ways in which U.S. tour operators distribute their product to travellers 
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but the key selling tool is the brochure. According to Sheldon (1988)cz2) it is 

estimated that brochure costs account for two to five percent of the total tour price 

and a conversion rate of one booking for eight to ten brochures is suggested to be 

the industry norm. 

The U.S. tour operators or principal suppliers have various distribution channel 

choices through which to promote their product. Once brochure production is 

completed, the tour operator can sell the product through the retail travel outlets, 

by direct mail, by direct promotion, or to pre-organised groups (speciality 

channelers). A large percentage of operators sell via the retail travel agency 

network including 75 percent of the National Tour Association (NTA) members 

and 100 percent of the United State Tour Operators Association (USTOA).̂ ^ )̂ 

However only 30-40 percent of total tour sales are sold via the travel agents 

implying that many tour operators who are not members of the main associations 

(NTA and USTOA) sell their product directly to the consumers. This would seem 

to be a growing trend given the expense involved in distributing product via 

additional intermediaries. Economies of scale are being achieved through the use 

of strategic data base management and direct marketing as an alternative product 

distribution option.<^> 

Some tour operators use direct mail techniques as their major distribution method. 

These operators focus heavily on repeat business, and are usually the luxury tour 

operators who often enjoy up to 50 percent repeat business. Operators who 

promote directly to the consumer usually use travel agents to book the tours in 

order to reduce the expense of handling the booking inquiries. 

22 Sheldon P.J., "The U.S. Tour Operator Tndustry"Travel and Tourism Analyst. 1988, p.52. 
23 Sheldon P.J.. "The U.S. Tour Operator Industry", p.54. 
24 Sheldon P.J., "ITie U.S. Tour Operator Industry", p.55. 
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The European Experience 

In the U.K. travel and tourism distribution is dominated by tour operators and 

travel agents. Tour operating companies grew out of, or are closely linked with 

airlines. The tour operator Enterprise for example is owned by British Airways. 

Many large operators own and operate their own charter airlines. Virtually all 

U.K. tour operators sell exclusively through conventional travel agencies, 

although a few of them own small chains of retail outlets. Since success is 

dependant upon extensive retail distribution, co-operation with British travel 

agent outlets is essential. 

The German tour operator industry (prior to recent German reunification) has 

been massive, selling to the largest outbound market in the world.(25) The channels 

of travel product distribution however vary from those previously discussed. The 

major outlets for travel product are located in banks and department stores. 

According to Drexl and Agel (1987)̂ 26) this system of distribution is m place 

largely as a result of the ownership structure of the largest three tour operators 

which have their origin with the major banks. The link with department stores 

relates to the fact that two of the major tour operators are owned by major 

department stores (Karstadt and Kaufhof), which in tum are owned by the three 

major banks (Deutsche Bank, Commerzbank and Dresdner Bank). See Diagram 3 

below. The banks and department stores therefore offer retail space to cater for 

travel product sales. 

25 Drexl. C , Agel.P, "Tour Operators in West Germany", Travel and Tourism Analyst. 1987., p.29. 
26 Drexl.C.,AgeLP.,p.38. 
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Diagram 3 
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The major tour operators possess a close relationship with the travel agency sector 

as a result of the ownership structure. In addition to these alignments by 

ownership, the major operators also have contracts with other agency chains or 
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independent retailers. The other major form of distribution and purchase of travel 

product is via numerous booking agencies selling travel either on a non-profit 

basis, or for which travel forms a minority proportion of tumover. There is a clear 

indication however that the major operators wish to distribute their product 

through travel agencies. Despite a close "preferred outlet" relationship with travel 

agencies, competition is strong, and the development of on-line reservation 

systems has been significant and characteristically dominated by the larger 

operators. Smaller and medium sized operators face huge selling difficulties if 

they are unable to invest in electronic booking systems. This, is one of the main 

contributing reasons for the significant grovv^h in direct sales, estimated at between 

30 to 40 percent of product sold.(27) 

The Australian Experience 

The Australian travel industry and its means of distributing travel product has been 

heavily influenced by ownerships and alliances which have formed during the 

post-war development of the industry. 

Traditionally the controlling influences have been executed by the airlines both 

domestic (Ansett and Australia) and intemational particularly (Qantas and Air 

New Zealand). The carriers have developed their control over product distribution 

through a mixture of govenmiental policy, alignments, purchase of infrastructure 

(resorts, transport) and control of intermediary operations such as (wholesalers, 

retail outlets and speciality channelers). Diagram 4 is a recently constmcted 

representation of Australia's travel and tourism industry's commercial 

relationships. The types of relationships range from simple marketing agreements 

27 Drexl. C, Agel. P., p.39. 
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Diagram 4 
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and alignments in which preferred products are sold by industry intermediaries in 

return for access to discounted product from principals, through to full ownership 

of intermediaries by principal operators which creates a vertically integrated effect 

which means a transport provider may also own a tour wholesale company along 

with several retail travel outlets. This arrangement creates the facility for large 

operators to develop, control and channel product at their discretion without 

reliance on and cost of other intermediaries. 

Early computerisation advances in the Australian travel and tourism industry 

commenced with the development of the Travel Industry Airline System 

(T.I.A.S.), an Australian booking system available since 1981 which was 

developed co-operatively by the two domestic airlines (Australian Airlines and 

Ansett Australian Airlines). This co-operative development of a computerised 

reservations system by the two airlines which compete against each other for 

market share was a necessary outcome given the relatively small population base 

which they both service. 

T.I.A.S. provided a switchboard for retail travel agents to access the global airline 

operators providing instantaneous confirmation of booking invoice and ticketing 

facilities. Advanced global destination technology has now surpassed the early 

advances provided by T.I.A.S. to the Australian travel and tourism industry. 

Two main systems of Computer reservations are competing for market share in the 

Australian environment. The two systems are Galileo, which is linked to the 

American Apollo system and owned by Southem Cross, (a joint venture between 

Australian Airlines and Ansett), and Fantasia, which is linked with the US Sabre 
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system and owned by Qantas Distribution Services (QDS). These systems are 

being mtroduced into the travel market to replace the simpler system TIAS which 

served travel agents in the 1980's. 

Australian banks have also been extensively involved in fravel product 

distribution. The major trading banks have developed an extensive number of 

retail travel outlets operating out of bank branches. More recently there has been a 

shift in policy however, with banks now moving out of retail travel notably ANZ 

and Westpac. 

The number of intermediaries engaged by product suppliers to distribute their 

goods and services varies as to the type of target market selected, the depth of 

market penetration required and usually financial affordability. The major outlet 

for travel product in Australia is the retail travel agent. Retail travel agents (of 

which there are over 4,000 presently operating in Australia)(28) are responsible for 

booking a greater percentage of airline tickets and hotel accommodations than any 

other single intermediary group. Diagram 5 below provides a breakdown of 

revenue sources for travel agents as documented in a report from the Australian 

Travel Task Force, AFTA/ATIA, in 1987(29) 

The role of the retail travel agent however is in the process of change. The 

Australian Federation of Travel Agents (AFTA) study of 1990, titled "Australian 

Retailing into the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution" W stated that m 1990, 70% 

2* "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 

29 "Report of Australian Tourism Taskforce", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents/Australian Tourism Industry Association, 1987. 

^ "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 
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of the retail dollar was controlled by the top twenty Multi's (an alliance formed via 

ownership, franchise or buying consortium). This exerts pressure on small 

retailers (the traditional form of travel outlet) to combine with others, join a larger 

group, or disappear from the industry. The introduction of advanced CRS/GDS 

coupled with the productivity gains achieved in the automated and larger agencies 

Diagram 5. 
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are driving this change and may quickly accelerate the demise of the small 

operators at the end of the distribution chain according to travel industry 
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analysts(3i). Pressures to change the present form of distribution by advances in 

technology will be discussed in more detail later in this thesis. 

Product suppliers such as carriers, accommodation providers, food service 

organisations, car rental firms, cmise lines and resorts usually distribute their 

travel product via one or more channels. These may be direct or indirect. 

Accommodation houses and car rental companies for example receive business 

both via direct customer inquiry and also via other intermediaries (such as retail 

travel agents) who may be acting on behalf of a client. An example in this case 

would be a hotel receiving clients off the street as well as through the retail travel 

network. Some major suppliers/principals have in recent years chosen to increase 

their percentage of direct contact with clients through various forms of direct 

marketing. The concept of direct marketing relates to the sales of product directly 

to travel consumers without the use of travel intermediaries such as retail travel 

agents. This small but growing trend has implications for both research 

assumptions under discussion in this paper. Direct marketing has been 

successfully employed in the Scandinavian countries for several years as well as 

other European countries and North America. 

Tour wholesalers are significant operator within the Australian travel and tourism 

industry. Wholesalers, some of which form part of a larger travel organisation (eg, 

an airline company) package holidays which may promote their own product 

along with other associated and complementary product. This packaged product is 

then distributed via the retail travel agency or in some cases a speciality channeler 

(eg. Incentive organisations) to the consumer. Some wholesalers (eg.Destination 

Australia) promote their product directly to the consumer and then encourage 

inquiries to be handled via the retail agency network. 

^̂  "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. p.33. 
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3.2 THE CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

The enviroimient under discussion in this paper is defined as the specific 

environment which is the part of that environment directly relevant to any 

organisation m achieving its goals.(Robbms 1987)(32) The fravel and tourism 

enviroimient therefore includes the clients or customers with their ever changing 

demands, suppliers of product with alternative distribution strategies, advancing 

forms of developing technology, plus unions and trade associations. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, the environment refers to the first three categorise 

noted above. 

The Australian travel and tourism industry can be assured of at least one certainty 

as it prepares for future survival and that is change. Developments in 

computerisation for the industry, transportation(especially following airline 

deregulation late 1990), advancing information technology, innovative marketing 

techniques and an increasingly sophisticated and demanding clientele are the 

symptoms of today's rapidly changing industry environment. The two research 

assumptions of this paper address the influence of this changmg business 

environment upon the continued operation of retail travel agents and tour 

wholesalers. 

Computerised Reservations Systems 

The impact of computers in the travel industry and more specifically reservations 

systems has created, and is continuing to bring about great change. The 

introduction of CRS and its subsequent development into a Global Distribution 

System (GDS) has meant that reservations can be made for fravel needs quickly 

and efficiently via a computer which is interlinked with an extensive range of 

32 Robbins. S.P., Organisatinnal Thenrvr .̂ Ctructure Design and Application. 1987. 
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travel items including transport, accommodation, attractions and the numerous 

services which the traveller may request when making a booking. This significant 

advance in the computerisation of travel arrangements has been heavily influenced 

by the globalisation of the world's telecommunications systems thus influencing 

the business environment in which the industry operates. 

As previously stated, CRS's were developed in the U.S. as airline information and 

booking systems for the processing of airline schedules. The CRS expanded from 

an airline seat inventory system to a complete product distribution network and a 

source of competitive advantage when United Airlines and American Airlines 

introduced their CRS's to travel agents in the early to mid 1970's. 

Following U.S. airline deregulation in 1978, new horizons opened up 

opportunities for the traveller. This placed new demands on retailers to provide 

information about products other than airline seat availability. The result of this 

change has led to the expansion of CRS from purely an information and booking 

system into a complete marketing and distribution system. CRS are now an 

essential component of the industry and will significantly influence the method of 

distributing travel and tourism product into the future. 

CRS/GDS have evolved into a key technology for the travel industry. They can 

now accept and process bookings on behalf of product suppliers and provide 

precise information on travel destinations. The CRS/GDS systems provide 

information on numerous services including airlines and accommodation 

availability, car hire, cruise lines, destination information, exchange rates, weather 

reports, package tours and transport coimection information. These functions 

constitute an entire information system, offering important distribution networks 

for the total tourism and travel industry. 
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Travel Agents in the United States, Europe and the United Kingdom are now able 

to access information on the availability of services, prices, quality, arrival and 

departure times from a number of travel suppliers. Most importantly, retail travel 

agents can interactively communicate with these data bases in order to make or 

confirm bookings. Australian travel agents are quickly adapting as this form of 

technology advances to become a global concept. 

It is suggested by AFTA (1990) that the pace of adopting CRS in Australia is 

expected to be fast in the early nineties amongst major travel agency groups and 

smaller but progressive operators seeking improved productivity. It is anticipated 

that by mid to early nineties over 60% of the retail travel agents will be 

converted.(33) There is at present much indecision by tour operators and travel 

retailers over the most appropriate CRS to adopt, as there are more than one to 

choose from each offering different benefits. Appendix 1 at the end of this thesis 

provides an informative insight into the complex decision making process required 

when deciding to purchase a CRS appropriate to the travel retailer's needs. 

The sales methods used for travel and tourism products in Australia are likely to 

follow the USA and European experience. The development of CRS's by the 

airlines has provided the travel and tourism industry with exciting new channels of 

distribution. Will this new technology make traditional travel product 

intermediaries redundant ? 

The CRS will provide the future traveller with access to an increased range of 

information on travel and tourism products throughout the world via a television 

monitor. Industry analysts suggest that the travel product distribution network will 

33 "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 
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also undergo additional transformation as the CRS/GDS developments contmue. 

AFTA (1990)^) suggested that product providers may need to invest in their ovra 

"electronic brochures" to link the products that they offer into the broader 

distribution system. In doing so, ground services (coach transfers, tours etc) 

provided could be viewed on the travel consultants screen, thus assisting in 

providing information for the future traveller and generating greater immediacy of 

the travel purchase. 

The concept of electronic brochures is not veiwed as a replacement for the present 

brochure format however, but more as an instrument to create holiday images, 

rather than being a "product specific" or "holiday - itinerary - specific" according 

to Clarke(35) of Jetset. This future development will however alter traditional 

brochuring requirements thus impacting upon and influencing the future 

operations of tour wholesalers. 

The introduction of CRS signals a new era for the operation of a small business 

travel agent. The travel consultant can now access through a single terminal, 

nearly all the information required to create a comprehensive itinerary for a client. 

According to Gee (1990)(36) the end result will mean: 

* increased productivity in routine requirements 

* increased selling time with more customers 

•* enhanced reputation for customer service 

* increased profitability 

These points are widely recognised in literature on this subject as positive 

outcomes associated with the introduction of CRS. 

3^ "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 

35 ClarkeJD., in "Automation Will Put Agents in Box Seat", in Tourism and Travel Management. 
December, 1990, p.l6. 

36 Gee.C, Boberg.K, Choy.D, Makens.J, Professional Travel Agencv Management. 
Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1990. 
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The tourism industry is ideally suited for computerisation. It requires a system of 

registering availability of transport and accommodation at short notice; of making 

immediate reservations, amendments and cancellations; of quoting complex fares 

(which may change daily) and of rapidly processing documents such as tickets, 

invoices, vouchers and itineraries, and of providing accounting and other 

management information. 

As well as the introduction of CRS, the travel industry will also be influenced by 

various other forms of information technology which will revolutionise the way 

travel is purchased. These technologies are discussed below. 

Alternative Methods of Purchase 

It must be recognized that the major link with the traveller is provided by the retail 

travel agent. Retail travel agents are accessed via telephones as well as in person. 

There is however an intemational trend towards automatic ticketing and satellite 

ticket printers as well as interactive data bases accessible to consumers via their 

own personal computers at home or at the office. This means that travel 

transactions can take place away from the traditional point of sale. A number of 

these technologies are being introduced into the travel industry, though 

development is likely to take place more rapidly in the busmess travel sector than 

in the leisure travel segment which is the focus of this study. Nalsbitt (1984)(37) 

suggests that technology "is not likely to have as large an impact on leisure travel 

because this form of travel arrangement relies on intense human mteraction 

between the producer/consumer linkages and on the tourism service in general". 

This statement supports the belief that the introduction of new technologies and 

37 Naisbitt.J., Megatrends; Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives. 1984. 
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CRS will not replace traditional travel product facilitators, but will act more to 

complement and improve the efficiency of leisure product disfribution. 

New technologies are being deployed to improve the quality and efficiency of the 

service provided to clients by retail travel agents. Research commissioned by 

AFTA in (1990)(38) nominated the following forms of new technology as having a 

significant influence on leisure travel distribution in the next decade. 

Compact Disk Technology 

The AFTA Research anticipated that the industry would experience tremendous 

advances in "point of sale" presentation technology. This would involve the 

linking of software availability and compact disk (CD) visual presentation 

technology. As a complement to speedy and efficient CRS, data bases with wide 

ranging information on holiday destinations, products and services, will provide a 

whole new visual medium as an agency selling tool. CD videos operating within 

travel agencies will provide means of dramatising visual presentation at the point 

of sale. This is expected to result in increased productivity levels for travel 

consultants when discussing travel destinations with their clients. On-line 

information from central data sources will be provided in conjunction with visual 

images of destinations. This will assist customers in the buying decision process. 

Yield Management and Discretionary Pricing 

Electronic technology will also enable retailers to manage their pricing and 

discounting more effectively. Diverse, complex and fast changing price stmctures 

are being offered by airlines following deregulation. In due course yield 

management techniques will be taken up by the retail sector to deal with such 

38 "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 
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fluctuations. Yield Management predicts profitability by using the likely number 

of buyers and costs of each product and ensures that an appropriate ratio of full 

and discounted prices are offered to the market. Multi-outlet travel organisations 

will be best placed to exploit this technique. By the mid 90's, it is anticipated that 

little airline product sold to the travel retailer will be operated on a fixed price 

basis. It is likely that other travel products and services will become more price 

elastic. This will result in better value products for the client and will allow the 

agent more discretion over price. 

Remote Automated Distribution by Agents 

During the early to mid 1990's, travel agents will start to use credit and debit card 

technology both in the office and at automated city based locations in order to 

provide convenience for consumers and gain extra sales.< '̂) The distribution of 

products such as travellers cheque packs, airline tickets and travel insurance which 

require minimal servicing, will be made available by agent companies as the 

second generation of automated distribution technology filters down from the 

financial services community into other products. 

CRS bookings and Electronic Funds Transfer Links.(EFT) 

In the future travel agents will be able to handle holiday sales through the 

introduction of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). EFT can take place when the 

buyer and seller can communicate electronically via a plastic card. EFT can also 

be used to pay for flights from ticket dispensers as is already the case in overseas 

countries. This will be especially useful for the traveller who wishes to purchase 

the transport component only, airflight in this case. 

39 "Australian Retailing in the 1990's - Evolution and Revolution", Australian Federation of Travel 
Agents, 1990. 
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Introduction of Smart Credit/Debit Cards 

Smart card technology, refers to the introduction of a micro-chip into both debit 

and credit cards carried by travel agency customers. It can also be used by 

travellers in transit (eg, at the airport). Smart card technology will complement the 

existing credit payment systems of American Express, Diners Club, Visa and 

Master Card systems around the world by extending greater control into the hands 

of travellers. Key uses are likely to be in the areas of health insurance and 

itinerary confirmations. This technology could facilitate and accelerate airport 

procedures. This would improve the efficiency and effectiveness of travel 

movements at entry and exit points throughout the world. Traditional passports 

and boarding passes may well be superseded by smart card technology. 

Domestic Airline Deregulation 

Tourism and travel product has altered following the introduction of a deregulated 

domestic airiine market in Australia in November 1990. This is best demonstrated 

by the rapidly changing airline fare structures the market has experienced since 

deregulation was implemented. An analysis of the effects of deregulation in the 

U.S. suggest that the airline industry changed fundamentally in the way product 

was distributed and how CRS's were used to take advantage of this change.C^o) 

As has been the case in Australia, CRS systems m the U.S. were developed 

initially as airline information and booking systems, processing airiine schedules 

and a limited number of fares. These CRS networks did not access a cenfral data 

base providing information about fares available from a number of different 

carriers, but was dedicated to a single carrier. 

40 Collier.D., "Expansion and Development of CRS", Tonrif̂ m M9n9ggnignt. June 1989. 
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Deregulation placed new demands on retailers to provide extra product 

information. This change led to the evolution of CRS from purely an information 

and booking system into a complete Global marketmg and distribution system 

(GDS). "They are now an industry in thek own right and will significantly alter 

the pattern of tourism distribution over the next decade"('*i) 

U.S. Retail Travel Agents Experience 

For the U.S. retail travel agents, deregulation proved to be very beneficial. The 

airlines relied upon the public's increased use of travel agents to sell their 

products. The major airlines competing for market share did not have an 

established vested interest or ownership in the U.S. retail travel outlets, and were 

therefore reliant on travel agency owners and operators to support them in gaining 

market share. In 1978 there were 16,000 travel agencies in America but by the 

end of 1987 the number had swelled to over 31,000. In 1976 (prior to 

deregulation), 50% of domestic airline tickets were sold to the public by retail 

travel agents, but by the end of 1989 the travel agents were selling over 80% of 

the tickets with over 90% of these tickets sold by agents being handled through 

CRS('*2) . Deregulation provided two main benefits for the U.S. travel agents, 

namely the increased volume of business, and secondly, as airlines outbid each 

other to win the loyalty of travel agents, the average commission levels moved 

upwards. 

Some industry analysts are of the opinion that the Australian tourism product 

distribution system is very different to the system which prevails in the 

'•I Hickey.J., "Hotel Reservation Systems and Sources of Bu.sinesii;".Travel and Tourism Analyst. 1988. 
42 Prehn.E., "What Deregulation Means to You", Tourism and Travel Management. October, 1989. 
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U.S. Any comparison between Australia and the U.S. must be viewed in the light 

of both geographic, demographic and industrial/business characteristics. Both 

countries comprise a large land mass but Australia possesses a much smaller 

population base and a lower population density. These factors are significant 

considerations when discussing methods of product distribution. It is to be 

anticipated that the effects of airline deregulation will differ widely. It has been 

argued that airlines in Australia possess an established retail network which has 

continued to expand through recent buyouts and takeovers (eg, Ansett Australia 

took over Coles Myer and ANZ Travel and Australian Airlines bought Westpac). 

As a result of this situation it is suggested that the domestic airlines in Australia 

will be less reliant on retail agents for ticket sales than the situation which 

occurred in the U.S.A. The domestic airlines have the facility to be more 

independent in their product distribution strategy because of the number of retail 

outlets that they now control. 

This increased participation by the domestic airlines in retail travel operations is an 

obvious change taking place in the business enviroimient. Such changes will 

influence the future competitiveness of other retail travel agents. It is suggested 

by industry analysts however that airline deregulation will not prove to be a direct 

influence upon the future operations of travel agents, but rather a catalyst of 

change in bringing about an increased orientation towards the use of CRS. The 

tourism wholesaler may also be affected in an indirect fashion as suggested in the 

second research assumption. 
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SECTION 4. 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

OF SURVEY RESULTS 
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SECTION 4 
SURVEY RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

SURVEY RATIONALE 

The research questionnaire consisted of fifteen questions associated with three 

main categories which were; 

* Current travel and tourism distribution pattems 

* The changing business enviroimient 

* Future distribution systems 

The survey was distributed to a wide cross-section of managers in the tourism 

industry in an attempt to solicit informed opinion regarding the distribution of 

travel and tourism product in Australia. The industry groups surveyed included 

principals/suppliers, tour wholesalers, retail travel agents, indusfry observers 

and analysts. 

Statistical Analysis 

It is not proposed to make inferences from the sample to the population from 

which it was drawn. In other words it is not proposed to perform a hypothesis 

test based on statistical analysis. However, the perception of the tourism and 

travel industry that retail travel agents will remain important primary travel 

product intermediaries in the future could be tested by interpreting the results 

provided in table 8. 

The interpretation indicated here is that retail travel agents will remain 

important in the future as supported by the responses; 

Strongly Agree 1.8% 
Agree 57.1% 
Disagree 34.5% 
Strongly Disagree 3.2% 
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According to the statistical sample above nearly 60% agree and nearly 40% 

disagree thereby indicating that the perception has been proven valid. 

4.1 PART A 

CURRENT DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS 

This section examines current tourism and travel product distribution in 

Australia. The following questions were used to extract information from 

industry members to ascertain their understanding of current channels of 

product distribution. A copy of the survey appears in Appendix 2. 

Question 1. 

Do you agree with the table below as being a representation of tourism 

product distribution in Australia? 

The first question of the survey requested that respondents study the chart below 

Diagram 6. 

TRAVEL DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 
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Car Rental Firms 

Enteftalnment 
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Two-stage 
System 

Three-Stage 
System 

Four-Stage 
System 
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Spectator Channeler 
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Tour Operator 

imu&j^-m^jm^^' T5SS555! 

Travel 
Agent 
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Travel 
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Individual or 
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Individual or 
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Individual or 
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Individual or 
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Source; Chuck Y. Gee, James 0. Makens, and Dexter J. L Choy, The Travel Muatiy. aid ed. Van Nostrand Relnhold, New York, 1989, p. 178. 
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in diagram 6 on distribution channels, and indicate whether they agreed or 

disagreed with the diagram. 

Ninety percent (90%) of respondents either strongly agreed or agreed with the 

diagram of distribution channels provided, with the remaining ten percent 

(10%) either disagreeing or not knowing. The percentages which appear in 

table 2 below indicate that most respondents selected the 'agree' response (64%) 

indicating that the intermediaries believed that the diagram of distribution 

channels provided was a fair representation of the present Australian situation. 

This result supports previous writings in chapter three of this thesis which 

demonstrated that the present Australian situation consisted of a variety of 

distribution channels including one, two, three and four stage systems. 

Table 2. 

RESPONSES TO DIAGRAM ON DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

Strongly Agree , 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

22.2% 
66.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

33.0% 
58.3% 
8.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
9.1% 

90.9% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

35.3% 
47.1% 
5.9% 
0.0% 
11.8% 
N=17 

Other 

33.3% 
66.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

26.6% 
65.9% 
2.8% 
0.0% 
4.6% 
N=52 

THTABS2 

Question 2. 

Pencil into the space below an altemative channel of distribution which you 

may be familiar with. 

The overall response to question two was small, indicating that the participants 

were either satisfied with the diagram provided, or had not been introduced to 
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alternative channels of distribution which presently operate within the industry. 

The responses received may be viewed below. 

Diagram 7 

OTHER DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS SUGGESTED 
BY RESPONDENTS 

TRAVEL AGENT RESPONSES 

a). 
Principal / 

Wholesaler 

Vertically 

Integrated 

CRS Travel 

Agent 

Buyer 

A vertically integrated principal/wholesaler distributing product via 
CRS to retail agent 

b). Supplier GSA/ 

Consolidator 

Trmvel 

Agent 

Buyer 

The use of General Sales Agents and Consolidators as channel 
intermediaries. 

INDUSTRY ADMINISTRATORS AND ANALYSTS RESPONSES 

c). Principals Consolidaton Travel Agent 

FTTf. 

Package or 

Groups 

Consolidaftors acting as an additional intermediary within 
the distribution channel 

THQ2 

Scenario (a) presented above indicates that the principal/supplier is also 

performing the role of wholesaler. This removes the need for an independent 

wholesaler as an intermediary and creates a vertically integrated approach to 

product distribution. Scenarios b and c indicate that consolidators and general 

sales agents also play a significant role in distributing product. This fact is not 
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highlighted in Gee's diagram above and indicates a special characteristic of the 

Australian situation. It is of interest also that diagram (a) indicates an 

awareness of CRS as being an additional mtermediary in the product 

distribution channel. 

Question 3. 

Indicate in the box's below the percentage of your product which you sell via 

the various intermediary outlets. 

Question three provided respondents with a table (table 3) requesting that they 

nominate the percentage of travel product which they distribute via the various 

intermediaries now and how they will distribute their product in the future. By 

this means, it was hoped to ascertain possible changes in emphasis towards the 

various distribution options. 

Table 3 

PRESENT AND FUTURE DISTRIBUTION INTERMEDIARIES 

Supplier 

Tour 
Wholesaler 

Travel 
Agent 

Speciality 
Channeler 

Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 

Tom-
Wholesaler 

Travel 
Agent 

Speciality 
Channeler 

Direct to 
Customer 

1 
SURVEY 

Not all participants were able to answer this question, as a number belong to the 

category of Industry administrators/analysts comprising of management 

consultants, tourism commission representatives, travel and tourism educators 

and industry commentators. Participants from this category do not have 
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product upon which to comment for this particular question. The responses 

which were received have been collated and presented in the following tables. 

The first table (table 4) below provides a statistical analysis of the present and 

future distribution avenues of travel product for principals and suppliers. 

Table 4 

PRINCIPALS/SUPPLIERS AVENUES OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

Use 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 
91-100 

Totals 

Tour 
Wsalers 

Pres. 

50.00% 
37.50% 

12.50% 

100.00% 
N=8 

Future 

50.00% 
25.00% 
12.50% 

12.50% 

100.00% 
N=8 

RetaU 
Aeents 

Pres. 

12.50% 
12.50% 
12.50% 
25.00% 

12J0% 
12.50% 

12.50% 

100.00% 
1 N=8 

Future 

12.50% 
12.50% 
12.50% 
12.50% 
25.00% 

12.50% 
1230% 

100.00% 
N=8 

Speciality 
Channelers 

Pres. 

75.00% 
12.50% 

12J0% 

100.00% 
N=8 

Future 

75.00% 
12.50% 
12.50% 

100.00% 
N=8 

Direct to 
Public 

Pres. 

1230% 
25.00% 

25.00% 
1230% 

25.00% 

100.00% 
N=8 

Future 

1230% 
25.00% 
1230% 
1230% 

1230% 

25.00% 

100.00% 
N=8 

THQ3ANS1 

In analysing the responses received it can be stated that a variety of 

intermediaries are utilised to distribute product. 

* Suppliers - Tour Wholesalers 

Approximately 90% of suppliers distribute 0-20% of their product via a 

tour wholesaler. In viewing future distribution trends it is indicated that 

approximately 85% of the principals who responded will continue to 

distribute their product via wholesalers in similar proportions as is 

experienced at present, with approximately 15% of the respondents 

indicating an intention to increase the percentage of product distributed 

via this channel in the future. It can be concluded therefore that suppliers 

view wholesalers as important and worthwhile product distribution 

intermediaries. 
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* 

* 

Suppliers - Retail Agents 

A great deal of variation exists in this area. Approximately 60% of 

suppliers are presently distributing up to 40% of their product via retail 

agent. The remaining suppliers (40%) distribute between 60%-100% of 

their product via retail agents. Future indications are that a large 

percentage of suppliers (75%) may continue to distribute their product via 

retail agents but to a lesser extent. The results indicate that 37% of the 

suppliers presently distributing 60%-100% of their product via retail 

agents, approximately 12% envisage that the percentage of product 

distributed in this way will be reduced in the future. A clear trend 

however has not emerged. 

Suppliers - Speciality Channelers 

Over 85% of suppliers use speciality channelers (professional conference 

organisers, incentive houses etc) for a small percentage of their 

distribution mix (approximately 10-20%). This situation is expected to 

remain the same in the future. 

Suppliers - Direct to Public 

A variety of responses were received with all suppliers distributing a 

percentage of their product direct to the public. The majority of suppliers 

(75%) distribute up to 60% of their product direct to the public. 

Responses relating to the future trend indicate that a similar percentage of 

suppliers (75%) will distribute up to 60% of product direct to the public in 

the future with some suppliers falling within this bracket nominating a 

definite increase in the percentage of product distributed in this way. 
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The significance of this data is that travel product suppliers may m the future 

distribute a smaller proportion of their product via retail agents, and that more 

product may be distributed direct to the end user. The effect of such a trend 

within the industry, should it occur, would be significant. 

The above results provide solid support for the first assumption of this paper 

that retail travel agents will retain their role as the primary distribution 

intermediaries of leisure travel product though there is a perceived decrease and 

a trend towards more direct forms of product distribution by suppliers. 

Tour Wholesalers have nominated the various methods of product distribution 

they prefer in table 5 below. The responses received from tour 

wholesalers include:-

* Tour Wholesalers - Retail Agents 

The majority of wholesalers (65%) presently distribute between 80%-

100% of their product via retail agents. 

Table 5 

TOUR WHOLESALER AVENUES OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

% 
Use 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 
91-100 

Totals 

Retail 
Aeent 

Pres. 

16.66% 
16.66% 

49.99% 
16.66% 

100.00% 
N=12 

s 

Future 

33.30% 
33.30% 

16.66% 
16.66% 

100.00% 
N=12 

Speciality 
Channelers 

Pres. 

3330% 

33JO% 
33.30% 

100.00% 
N=12 

Future 

24.90% 
24.90% 
24.90% 
24.90% 

100.00% 
N=12 

Direct to 
Public 

Pres. 

100.00% 

100.00% 
N=12 

Future 

3330% 
33.30% 

3330% 

100.00% 
N=12 

TOQSANSS 
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The future trend indicates that the majority of wholesalers (65%) will 

reduce the percentage of their product distributed via retail agents. This 

is a noticeable reduction in the percentage of product nominated for retail 

distribution, however the anticipated percentage of product distributed in 

this way remains high. A significant change occurs in the 80%-90% 

usage group. The results indicate that 33% of the wholesalers will 

significantly reduce the percentage of product distributed via travel 

retailer channels in the future. 

Tour Wholesalers - Speciality Channelers 

Responses received indicate that all tour wholesalers presently distribute 

between l%-60% of their product via speciality channelers. 

It appears that tour wholesalers will continue to distribute a percentage of 

their product via this intermediary into the future but to a lesser extent. 

Tour Wholesalers - Direct to Public 

Responses indicate that 100% of tour wholesalers presently distribute a 

small percentage (10%) of their travel product directly. 

There is a noticeable trend by wholesalers to increase the percentage of 

product distributed via this method in the future. The results observed in 

table 5 indicate that approximately 67% of the responding wholesalers 

intend to increase product distribution via this channel in the future. 

Responses received indicate that wholesalers will continue using present 

distribution intermediaries (retail agents, speciality channelers) but for a 

decreasing percentage of their total product distribution. There would 
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appear here to be a second developing trend towards direct methods of 

distribution by tour wholesalers. 

The distribution methods preferred by retail agents are displayed in table 6 

below. An interpretation of the information received indicates that retail agents 

use speciality channelers to distribute a small percentage of travel product as 

well as the traditional form of retail sales to the public. 

Table 6 

RETAIL AGENTS AVENUES OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

% 
Use 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 
91-100 

Totals 

Speciality 
Channelers 

Pres. 

100% 

100% 
N=10 

Future 

100% 

100% 
N=10 

Direct to 
Public 

Pres. 

20% 
80% 

100% 
N=10 

Future 

20% 
80% 

100% 
N=10 

1HQ3ANS4 

Retail Agents - Speciality Channelers 

Speciality Channelers (including conference, meetings and mcentives 

groups) account for approximately 10% of product distributed by retail 

travel agents. Information received indicates that there will be no change 

to this percentage in the future. 
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* Retail Agents - Direct to Public 

This is typically the major avenue of product distribution for retail agents 

with 80%-100% of their travel product distributed directly to the travel 

consumer. Indications are that this situation will continue. 

A summary of the above question would indicate that opinions vary as to which 

form of intermediary best suits the distribution requirements of the various 

players in the travel and tourism industry. One should note that almost all 

respondents revise their options for distributing product continuously. 

There is some indication that a greater percentage of product will be distributed 

directly to the travel buyer in the future. This statement is supported by the 

responses received from product suppliers and tour wholesalers. 

Although there is evidence of experimentation with various methods of product 

distribution, it would appear that retail travel agents will remain the primary 

intermediary for delivering leisure travel product. This outcome supports the 

first research assumption of this thesis. 
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4.2 PART B 

A CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

Part B of the survey concentrated on the factors at work m the extemal 

environment (CRS, new technologies and airline deregulation) with a 

concentration upon how these influences will alter the future role of retail travel 

agents and tour wholesalers. 

Question 4. 

The tour wholesaler will become a less important intermediary. 

Question four focuses on the tour wholesaler. The assertion is that this 

intermediary will become less Important in the future. The responses received 

can be viewed in table 7 below and in chart 2. 

Table 7 

THE WHOLESALER BECOMES A LESS IMPORTANT 

INTERMEDIARY 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

11.1% 
33.3% 
44.4% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

8.3% 
58.3% 
16.7% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
N=12 

RetaU 
Travel 

Agencies 
9.1% 
18.2% 
54.5% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

5.9% 
29.4% 
47.1% 
11.8% 
5.9% 
N=17 

Other 

33.3% 
33.3% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

13.5% 
34.5% 
39.2% 
9.3% 
3.4% 
N=52 

THTABS3 
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Chart 2. 

AS CRS ARE INTRODUCED, THE TOUR WHOLESALER 

BECOMES LESS IMPORTANT 

0.4 -r 

0.35 -

0.3 

0.25 -

% 0.2 - -

0.15 -

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly Don't 
Disagree Know 

N = 52 
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This question provided a wide divergence of opinion as to what the role of the 

tour wholesaler would be in the future. 48% of respondents agreed with the 

statement, whilst 49% disagreed. The outcome was indecisive. 

Of the individual intermediary groups the supplier/principal category was split 

evenly with 44% agreeing (of which 11% strongly agree) and 44% disagreeing. 

Tour wholesalers themselves were divided but the majority (66%) chose to 

agree with the statement. This is an interesting outcome indicating that a 

majority of wholesalers expect the introduction of CRS to alter their role as an 

intermediary. The retail travel agents however disagree with this statement on 

a 73% / 27% split, thus indicating that the retail section of the industry believes 

the role of the wholesaler will remain the same. The group of industry 

administrators and analysts also disagree on a 60% / 35% response. Comments 

provided with the responses are displayed below. These are listed since they 

given an indication of the various shades of opinion expressed. 

Responses which affirmed the statement. 

Suppliers 

"Agents will have wider access to individual products and ability to 

individually customise". 

Tour Wholesalers 

"Technology provides the access to the information (giving greater flexibility) 

atthepoint of sale". 

"Change has created the facility for agents/consumers to go direct with their 

travel purchases" 
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Retail Travel Agents 

"Hotels and airfares can be accessed through CRS. Why use the wholesaler ?" 

"Travel Agents will be able to tailor and book tours through CRS in the future" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Yes for minimum servicing product, but not so for complex product" 

"Travellers can now do their own packaging" 

"Travel agents will be able to put together tour modules themselves" 

Responses which disagreed with the statement 

Suppliers 

"Wrong - CRS can't supply all types of information efficiently" 

"Doubt whether there will be any significant changes m distribution system 

period!" 

"Customers want a choice which the wholesalers offer". 

"The Industry will always require "experts" to package product". 

"There is no reason why tour wholesalers won't use CRS to maintain/increase 

their share of business". 

Wholesalers 

"Wholesalers have buying power, and therefore distribution, control of CRS" 

"Wholesalers provide volume to suppliers on guarantied yearly basis thus 

allowing suppliers to 'yield manage' their product." 
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Retail Travel Agents 

"Wholesalers will continue to put product together, only their method of 

distribution may alter" 

"Wholesalers will remain a prime source of travel packages" 

"Someone will need to package the product and make bookings with suppliers" 

"Clients will continue to request an all inclusive package" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Packages will become more important as there is too much travel information 

for the consumer to digest". 

"The major function of CRS's is to act as the intermediary between the 

wholesaler and the agent" 

"Travel Agents will require some form of consultation in order to on-sell to 

clients" 

"Wholesalers who move with the times will survive. Travel agents will only 

really handle simple reservation and ticketing procedures not packaging." 

"Wholesalers will always be needed for complex ground content and for 

negotiating price advantages via bulk buying which can the be passed on" 

"Wholesalers do more than process the sale. The itinerary preparation and 

organisation is their function and this participation is still required in any future 

distribution system" 

"Strongly disagree because the role of the wholesaler and CRS is 

interdependent. CRS technology will still rely on wholesalers to provide 

product" 

"Will still need the 'bulk buying' capability of the wholesaler to package tours at 

acceptable prices" 
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Upon interpreting the responses it is evident that there is a variety of opinion 

within the industry regarding the future of tour wholesalers. 

The statistical data indicates support for the original statement that tour 

wholesalers will become less important product intermediaries following the 

acceptance of CRS. On the other hand, many of the accompanying comments 

suggest that the wholesaler will remain an important intermediary and that the 

introduction of CRS is not a major threat to the distribution of leisure travel 

product via tour wholesalers. 

This result indicates indecision within the industry. Most respondents suggest 

that there will always be a need for specialist in tour packaging. The 

wholesaler provides stability and consistency to the travel industry by the 

forward purchase of product (by bulk buying and discounting) and by 

packaging and promoting travel opportunities. A number of responses however 

supported the comments made previously by Clarke of Jetset ToursC'*̂ ) who 

stated that with the introduction of computer technology into the industry 

simplified desktop packaging now becomes a reality. 

43 King. B.. Hyde, G., Tourism MarVeting in Australia. 1989. 
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Question 5. 

The retail travel agent will become a more important travel product 

intermediary 

The fifth question relates to the retail travel agents and to their role as product 

intermediaries in the future to which various responses were received, the 

resuUs of which are displayed below in table 8 and chart 3. 

Table 8 

THE TRAVEL AGENT WILL BECOME A MORE IMPORTANT 
INTERMEDIARY 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
55.6% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

0.0% 
28.4% 
61.7% 
10.0% 
0.0% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Agencies 
9.1% 
81.8% 
9.1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

0.0% 
52.9% 
35.3% 
5.9% 
5.9% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

1.8% 
57.1% 
34.5% 
3.2% 
3.4% 
N=52 

THTABS^ 

Responses to this question by the individual industry groups again varied with 

the totals indicating that approximately 59% agreed with the statement with 

38% disagreeing and leaving 3% undecided. 

Responses representing suppliers/principals supported the statement (56%-

33%), with a significant percentage (11%) not wishing to indicate one way or 

the other. Tour wholesaler responses strongly disagreed with the proposed 

scenario 90% to 10%. Retail Travel Agents responded keenly to this question 

with 90% of the respondents agreeing with the statement as may well have been 
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Chart 3. 

AS CRS ADVANCES THE TRAVEL AGENT BECOMES A 

MORE IMPORTANT INTERMEDIARY 

%0.3 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

N=52 

Don't 
Know 
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expected. The results provided by the Industry administrators and analysts 

resembled the average of all respondents with 53% agreeing and 41% 

disagreeing. Comments accompanying this statement including the following. 

Responses which affirmed the statement. 

Suppliers 

"Agents can confirm requirements immediately" 

"Will remain important because of the variety of fares and products available" 

"They will maintain their business if they service the needs of their customers" 

"It's almost impossible for travellers to keep track of travel options without travel 

agents help" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Agree in short term, but may change long term" 

"Public will always require "experts" to advise on options" 

"Access to unlimited CRS information by agents generates consumer 

confidence" 

"Cannot replace the valuable advice of travel agents" 

"Travel Agents will prosper only if they "add value" to their product through 

service and experience, otherwise they will become redundant" 

"More personalised service will be offered by travel agents" 

"The travel agent has an important role as a central access point for information 

rather than having to use a variety of sources" 

"Deregulation and costs make agents an important distribution outlet for airlines 

and principals" 
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Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Yes at present, but increased direct marketing by suppliers will eventually 

counter this" 

"Agents will align with CRS as people want choice" 

"Assuming the consultant is trained and possesses the skills to utilise the system 

effectively" 

"A greater range of products will make travel agent advice most important in 

the buying decision" 

"Travel agents with CRS information will provide better consumer services. 

They are also local and more accessible, and will therefore attract customers" 

Responses which disagreed with the statement; 

Suppliers 

"All intermediaries gain similar benefits from CRS, no real change to status 

quo" 

"Only well organised/professional travel agents will survive" 

Wholesalers 

"No image or distinctive advantage" 

"With electronic distribution and electronic brochuring, the future travel 

purchase will be transacted at home, having no need for travel agents" 

"Don't envisage a change in the retail agents role" 

"Will remain important, but other technology methods will be used" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Will become extinct unless strongly group aligned. Consumers will also learn 

to buy direct" 

"Retail agent will disappear" 
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"The travel agent will need to provide more specialised/unique services for 

niche markets" 

An analysis of the responses indicates that retail travel agents will retam their 

role as important product distribution intermediaries, but it is crucial that they 

recognise their weaknesses and work to remedy these in order to survive in an 

increasingly competitive environment. The concept of "value added" service is 

strongly promoted throughout the responses received. 

Reasons attributed to the increasing importance of retail agents may include the 

perception that consumers need expert advice at a centralised point. It is 

assumed that travel agents can provide experience and professional advice on 

travel product choice. Convenience of advice is also of major importance to 

travel buyers. Travel advice will become more specialised and personalised as 

computerisation increases throughout the industry according to the responses. 

This contradicts the often expressed view that computerisation will lessen the 

personal element. The cost of distributing product via altemative means 

indicate that there will always be a place for an efficiently operated and 

informative retail travel agency business. It would appear that the concept of 

purchasing leisure travel product direct via a home computer linked to a CRS 

has not as yet been fully embraced by the industry. 
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Question 6. 

In the not too distant future suppliers and wholesalers will be required to 

invest in "electronic brochuring " so that their product may be sold effectively 

via computer screens. 

The concept of "electronic brochuring" was the topic of question six under the 

heading of a changing business environment. The results displayed below in 

table 9 and chart 4 indicate that this statement has strong support with over 80% 

of the respondents agreeing. 

Table 9 

WHOLESALERS WILL NEED TO INVEST IN ELECTRONIC 

BROCHURES IN THE FUTURE 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
77.8% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

50.0% 
33.3% 
8.3% 
8.3% 
0.0% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
18.2% 
54.5% 
27.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

23.5% 
58.8% 
17.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=17 

Other 

33.3% 
66.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

25.0% 
58.2% 
12.9% 
1.7% 
2.2% 
N=52 

THTABS5 

The Strongest industry supporters for this concept were in fact the tour 

wholesalers who displayed 100% support, with 83% indicating that they 

strongly agree. This is an indication that wholesalers are aware of the changing 

environment in which they operate. The Industry administrators and analysts 

were also very supportive with 82% agreeing. Both the suppliers and retail 

agents also provided strong support for this statement. Accompanying 

comments received can be viewed below. 
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Chart 4. 

A FUTURE NEED FOR WHOLESALERS TO INVEST IN 

ELECTRONIC BROCHURES 
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Responses which affirmed the statement. 

Suppliers 

"We need cost effectiveness in a low margin Industry and ability to get product 

out quickly" 

"Yes, but some suppliers however will still rely on the hard copy method" 

Tour Wholesalers 

"This statement is logical, but realistically maybe 5 years away" 

"Jetset have basically done it already" 

"Greater distribution gained and will be convenient for agents to use" 

"Definitely the gateway to future markets" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Why invest in a CRS if product is not available on it ?" 

"This will be the most cost effective form of distribution when all travel agents 

are computerised" 

"Automation has made it the only possible way to move" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"The public will leam to expect it and be educated towards it. Existing brochure 

costs are becoming excessive and often non targeted" 

"More cost efficient; changes can be made quickly, hence a perpetual shelf life" 

"Should be useful for ease of sales and 'free sale capacity'" 

"This is an economical approach of the future, but it's a way off yet" 

"Strongly agree due to present cost factor" 

"Market forces dictate that automation will be the only efficient and cost 

effective way to do business" 
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It will be cheaper and faster, however clients will still want to take some printed 

information away, (or a disk)" 

"Cost of production and physical distribution of brochures as well as the over 

proliferation of competing brochures" 

Responses which disagreed with the statement; 

Suppliers 

"This concept is a long way off - dependent upon access to and usage of 

computer screens by consumers" 

Tour Wholesalers 

"Will not suit majority of travellers because 95% of sales are made across the 

table." 

"Will never be successful, certainly not in the short term" 

"This is applicable when consumers are willing to buy direct through 

computers, but is not likely beforehand" 

"Customer will still require a brochure" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Emphasis will remain on portable print material" 

"Unsure whether customers will accept this style of presentation as a brochure 

altemative" 

"You can't take an electronic brochure home and keep it" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Ignores other point of sale areas (travel shows. Info, centres). "Brochures are 

more user friendly" 
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In summarising the supporting comments it must be stated, that although most 

industry members agree that "electronic brochuring" is the direction in which to 

move, there will still be a need for supporting hard copy (tangible) information. 

The problem of selling an intangible product will always require some tangible 

evidence of the purchase, therefore a brochure of some form will still be a 

necessity. 

The high cost of present brochure production coupled with increased 

distribution convenience via "electronic brochuring" indicates that this futuristic 

method is one of the most cost effective/efficient directions to move. However, 

it is strongly emphasised that this process of change may be slow as travel 

customers will take some time to be re-educated towards differing methods of 

travel information provision. It is also indicated that electronic brochuring will 

develop as a supporting sales tool for travel product, but not necessarily as a 

replacement for the traditional brochure as it is known. This is a new area of 

concentration and one which intermediaries should approach in a pro-active 

fashion. 

Question 7. 

Retail travel agents will require a CRS to remain competitive following 

deregulation because of constantly changing fares and conditions in the 

market. 

The responses to this question were somewhat uniform in that 97% of all 

respondents agreed with the statement, with 52% strongly agreeing. 
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Table 10 below and chart 5 provide breakdowns of the various industry groups 

and their responses indicating that although 97% agree with the statement, the 

strength of agreement differs between the various industry groups. 

Table 10 

THE NEED TO INVEST IN CRS TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

44.4% 
55.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

50.0% 
41.7% 
8.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Agencies 
36.4% 
63.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

64.7% 
29.4% 
5.9% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=17 

Other 

66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

52.4% 
44.7% 
2.8% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=52 

THTABS6 

The travel and tourism industry is generally in strong agreement on this topic 

apart from a small percentage of wholesalers and some industry analysts. This 

may indicate that while the statement is a true assessment of the situation, those 

who disagree do not believe that the 'survival' of Australian travel agents is 

totally dependent upon having a CRS with which to handle changing 

information. A selection of short answer responses listed below provide 

support to this observation. 

Responses which affirmed the statement. 

Suppliers 

"Must have instant access to primary airline availability" 

"Cannot compete if unable to access information quickly" 
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Chart 5. 

TRAVEL AGENCIES NEED TO INVEST IN CRS TO REMAIN 

COMPETITIVE 
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Tour Wholesalers 

"Yes but, if the old system is cheaper then it will have a resurgence until the 

costs of CRS come down" 

"The U.S. Market is testimony to this" 

"A must for agents" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Agree but deregulation itself will not be a strong factor" 

"Hard copy information takes too long to distribute" 

"Access to current, reliable information best performed by CRS" 

"Principals will not be able to service travel agents if not on CRS" 

"Because of changing fares and conditions" 

"If not automated , survival very difficult" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Need to improve productivity to remain profitable, CRS will hopefully assist" 

"Need CRS before deregulation, many changes to contend with" 

"Automation will increase productivity and lower overheads" 

"Impossible otherwise to provide efficient customer information/service" 

"Huge volumes of information/schedules and rapid changes - not just 

deregulation but symptomatic of the complexity of travel operations" 

"CRS provides instant and unambiguous updates to all agencies 

simultaneously" 

Responses which disagreed with the statement; 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Inability of CRS systems to supply anything other than basic seat reservation" 
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In summarizing question seven, there would seem to be a strong awareness of 

CRS and their associated efficiencies. This is supported by the recent AFTA 

commissioned survey produced by Horwath and HorwathC^) on "Travel Agent 

Automation". The results of this survey indicated that travel retailers are well 

aware of the benefits of computerised reservation systems but are experiencing 

difficulty in deciding which type of system best accommodates their needs 

(type of network to belong to and financial affordability). 

The comments provided indicate that long term survival will be very difficult 

for the non-automated travel agent because principals will find it difficult to 

service them, and it will become impossible to provide efficient up-to-date 

information for clients. As indicated previously, the U.S. experience for travel 

agents following deregulation is testimony to the above sentiments. However it 

may take some time before the Australian travel industry as a whole becomes 

technologically orientated enough to take advantage of the efficiencies on offer. 

'•4 Howath and Howath, "Assessing Travel Agents CRS Needs", 1990 
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4.3 PART C 

FUTURE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

It has been suggested that travel and tourism systems of distribution will vary in 

the future as a result of the changing enviromnent in which they operate. This 

section addresses these envisaged future changes 

Question 8. 

It is suggested that tourism distribution channels will be different in the 

future. Below are two possible future distribution scenarios. 

Question eight stated that tourism distribution channels will be different in the 

future, and provided two diagrams which were said to be possible scenarios of 

future travel distribution channels to which the respondents were requested to 

either agree or disagree with. 

Diagram 8 

SUGGESTED FUTURE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS - SCENARIO 1. 

Vertically 

Integrated 

Supplier/ 

Wholesaler 

CRS 

Airiine 

Owned/Aligned 

Travel Agent/ 

Speciality Channeller 

Buyer 

IHQUkS 

Scenario 1, portrayed in diagram 8 advocates that CRS will become an 

additional member of the distribution channel operating between the supplier, 

wholesaler and the retail agent or speciality channeller. 
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Table 11 below indicates that approximately 80% of the respondents agree that 

the scenario illustrated is a possible future distribution channel. 

Table 11 
RESPONSES TO FUTURE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS - SCENARIO 1. 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
77.8% 
22.2% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

0.0% 
83.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
16.7% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 

90.9% 
9.1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

11.8% 
64.7% 
23.5% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

2.4% 
76.7% 
17.6% 
0.0% 
3.3% 
N=52 

THTABS? 

Most responses to this scenario fell under the agree classification. Both retail 

travel agents (91%) and wholesalers (83%) were the most supportive of this 

scenario. Comments provided in support of the statistical results include:-

Responses which affirmed the statement. 

Tour Wholesalers 

"Seems logical" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Most travel agents are becoming more strongly aligned with ahlines" 

"Agree but travel agents may not necessarily be aligned" 

"Agree, especially if CRS provides access to sufficient non-airlme travel 

information and reservations" 

"It's happening now with Jetset/Jetlink" 
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Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"This scenario will take place, however we will see an oligopolistic (controlled 

by a few) market develop." 

"This is becoming apparent with the growth of alignments / franchises" 

"This is a likely scenario, because, some face to face will always be sought" 

"CRS is an information provider, not a product provider" 

Responses which disagreed with the statement; 

Suppliers 

"No sign yet that wholesaler facilities will be available on CRS, but agree in 

concept for suppliers distributing to agent retailers only" 

"Do not believe that CRS will function as such a strong distribution chaimel" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Unless the system changes CRS will be airline dominated" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"As a trend I agree, but opportunities will always exist for enterprising 

wholesalers and packages. The two key issues are improving margins and 

creating a competitive edge through superior customer service, (are these 

incompatible objectives, increased distribution efficiency at expense of 

customer service ?)" 

"Only well travelled consumers will buy direct from CRS. Most clients require 

consultation when purchasing the 'intangible' travel product" 
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In summarising responses to question eight it should be said that ahhough 80% 

of respondents agreed with this scenario, the grounds for agreement ranged 

fi-om those supporting the concept that CRS was very much part of future 

product distribution, through to the belief that alignment for retail agents was 

essential for future business survival. One of the above responses indicated that 

"CRS is an information provider, not a product provider". This comment the 

argument that although CRS's will become an important feature in product 

distribution, their intention is not to provide product, and therefore should not 

threaten the wholesaler function. 

An important issue identified was the lack of computerised facilities for 

wholesalers. It is difficult to imagine a wholesale and technology dominated 

distribution channel until wholesalers have the systems in place. 

A strong emphasis was placed on the concept of alignment with principals 

Action by the airlines in particular will influence the development of 

distribution channels. This scenario is seen as non-threatening by the industry 

players, since they anticipate that all intermediaries will continue to exist and 

perform a similar role. 

Question 9. 

Future Distribution Channels - Scenario 2. 

Question nine relates to a scenario 2 indicating that a future distribution channel 

may comprise of the suppliers at one end with the consumers at the other. The 

CRS is the major interface between the two. See diagram 9. 
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Diagram 9 

SUGGESTED FUTURE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS - SCENARIO 2. 

Vertically 

Integrated 

Supplier/ 

Wholesaler 

CRS Buyer 

THQM9 

Responses to this scenario recorded in table 12 below indicate that this outcome 

is not strongly supported, especially for leisure travel product. The results 

clearly indicate that the organisation of leisure travel arrangements directly by a 

consumer and via a computer terminal is still a concept of the future. 

Table 12 

RESPONSES TO FUTURE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS - SCENARIO 2. 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
33.0% 
55.6% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

8.3% 
33.3% 
50.0% 
0.0% 
8.3% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 

27.3% 
54.5% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

0.0% 
29.4% 
52.9% 
5.9% 
11.8% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

1.7% 
24.6% 
62.6% 
4.8% 
6.2% 
N=52 

TUTABSS 

The retail travel agents were most united in their non-acceptance of scenario 2 

with 73% voting to disagree. This is not a surprising outcome given that 

scenario 2 threatens the role of the retail travel agent. It is of interest to note 

that although 67% of the respondents indicated that they disagreed with this 

scenario, more than 26% of the respondents were positive in their nomination 

of this scenario as being a possible future outcome. Comments relating to this 

question are listed below. 
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Responses which affirmed the statement; 

Tour Wholesalers 

"Possibility for simple requirements" 

Travel Agent has a role via CRS, may become a supplier of information to the 

consumer via a CRS (product suppliers/agents/CRS/consumers)" 

Retail Travel Agents 

"Increased attempts to go direct to consumer with product" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"When ticketing and reservations systems are user friendly yes, until then no". 

"Yes there will be places that distribute this way but not in the majority, 

especially not leisure travel" 

Responses which disagreed with the statement; 

Suppliers 

"A great deal of education required before this is a possible outcome" 

"CRS is expensive and complicated, unlikely to displace retail agents to any 

significant extent because agents will offer greater choice and flexibility" 

"Unlikely that enough consumers would have access to travel product from 

home in the foreseeable future. This scenario is only applicable for 

uncomplicated product" 

Wholesalers 

"Would only apply with the introduction of home access" 
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Retail Travel Agents 

"Does not apply to leisure travel. Most travellers wish to discuss travel options. 

Technology will remain intimidating. Some inroads to be made however" 

"Consumer confidence in dealing directly with computers is still a decade 

away" 

"You simply cannot discuss with a CRS" 

"The distribution system will have to alter for this to be a possible outcome" 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

"Still need a level to advise/counsel on differences. Specialist expertise 

required. 

"Doubt the airline owned distribution through CRS would allow direct, 

unskilled consumer access to their CRS" 

"Consumer basically uneducated" 

"CRS does not have the infrastmcture (or the desire to have) to become a retailer. 

There will have to be a segment of the market willing to accept small retums for 

providing the consumer interface (credit, itinerary change, one stop travel etc) 

The strength of argument against the development of this scenario relates to the 

opinion that leisure product will always require a level of advice/counselling to 

be provided by travel experts. Leisure travel is a human experience. The 

product is often complex with numerous choices and decisions to be made. 

Consumer confidence in dealing with computers for leisure travel requirements 

may take some time to develop. Technology is intimidating to most. As the 

computer literate generation (which have experienced school based education 

programs) mature and information technology becomes increasingly 'user 
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friendly', this proposed scenario will become more likely. As indicated above 

however there are some logistical impediments to the development of this 

distribution chaimel. 

Question 10. 

Outline a future travel product distribution channel. 

Question ten required the respondents to outline what they considered to be the 

likely product distribution channels. The large number of responses indicated 

that many industry members acknowledge the importance of distribution 

channels and recognise that future change is inevitable. 

A selection of responses from each industry category are provided in diagram 

10 located in the following pages.. 

Different emphasis is placed on the various intermediaries depending upon the 

industry category that they represent. It was suggested that several existing 

channels of distribution would continue as useful channels. 

The suppliers category suggested a three stage distribution channel 

incorporating the introduction of direct mail marketing as a means of product 

distribution. This is a trend which has been observed earlier when discussmg 

the changing business environment. As was stated in chapter three of this paper 

direct marketing techniques have been successfully employed in other 

countries. 
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Diagram 10. 

FUTURE TRAVEL PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

SUPPLIER RESPONSES 

a). Suj^lier Direa 

Mail 

Buyers 

The introduction of direct mail, thus removing the need for some 
intermediaries 

TOUR WHOLESALER RESPONSES 

b). Supplier CRS Buyer 

Buyer purchasmg direct through CRS (for simplified product) 

c). Supplier Wholesaler Buyers 

Wholesaler selling direct to the buyer without using an intermediary 

d). 
Wholesaler Direct 

Mail 

Bayer 

Not unlike (a) above with the wholesaler distributing product to the 
buyer via direct mail. 
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Diagram 10. Continued.... 

c). Supplier Travel Agent Buyers 

Supplier promoting individual travel product via retail agent as 
intermediary to buyer 

f). Supplier CRS Travel AgenU Buyers 

CRS's becoming an additional intermediary within the traditional 
system of distribution. 

g). Sui^ier Wholesaler Travel Agent Buyers 

A traditional travel distribution channel 
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Diagram 10. Continued.... 

TRAVEL AGENT RESPONSES 

A simple channel of distribution which will always exist. 

i). Supplier/ 

Operator 

Supeimaiket 

Home 

T.V.Scte«n 

Buyer 

A channel of the future with vertically integrated supplier distributing 
product directly via supermarket outlets and home computers. 

J). Supplier CRS Travel Agent CRS Buyer 

A complex system of distribution whereby CRS can be utilized by the 
retail agent as well as the independent leisure traveUer (Mi's) directly. 
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Diagram 10. Continued... 

INDUSTRY ADMINISTRATORS AND ANALYSTS RESPONSE 

k). 

Specialised 

Travel Agent 

Specialised 

Travel Agent 

Specialised 

Travel Agent 

Niche 

Markets 

Specialised 

Travel Agent 

Niche 

Maikeu 

A selective distribution channel incorporating a vertically integrated 
supplier / wholesaler witii either strongly aligned or owned specialised 
reatil outlets which target niche markets. 

1). Supplier 008 

Number 

Buyer 

A modem information and product distribution chaimel which bypasses 
the traditional process of retail travel sales by using the 008 direct dial numbers 

IHQIO 
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Tour wholesalers provided a variety of scenarios in response to this question 

including two, three and four stage channels of product distribution. A feature 

of these channels was the acceptance of CRS as an intermediary in both 

scenarios (b) and (c). The concept of direct marketing by wholesalers to the 

public was also recognised as a definite distribution channel in scenario (h). 

Retail Travel Agents also suggested the likely development of the direct sell 

concept, this time from the supplier to the buyer Q), thereby by-passing the 

retail agent. Another future distribution channel nominated is the sale of 

product to the consumer via retail outlets in supermarkets (i), and also via home 

computers. 

Industry analysts predicted the development of specialised channels of 

distribution (I), servicing niche markets. They also alluded to the likely use of 

008 telephone numbers (payment at the local rate for calls made from anywhere 

in Australia) to generate inexpensive and convenient inquiries. 

To summarise the key trends which emerge from these responses it can be 

stated that many respondents viewed CRS as an addition to established 

distribution channels, rather than a replacement for present intermediaries. All 

categories recognised the emergence of direct sales and marketing either by 

mail, home computer or by telephone. 
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Question 11. 

Intending leisure travellers will always require retail travel agents to perform 

their travel arrangements. 

Question eleven assesses the role of the retail agent in the future following the 

impact of advancing information technology, the introduction of CRS and the 

increasingly independent and demanding travel public. The responses to this 

question are recorded in table 13 below and chart 7 on the following page. 

Table 13 

LEISURE TRAVELLERS WILL ALWAYS USE TRAVEL AGENTS FOR 
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
44.4% 
44.4% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

8.3% 
41.7% 
50.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
18.2% 
54.5% 
27.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

5.9% 
47.1% 
41.2% 
0.0% 
5.9% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
33.3% 
66.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

6.5% 
44.2% 
45.9% 
2.2% 
1.2% 
N=52 

THTABS9 

The totals provided in table 13 above indicate that the industry is undecided on 

this question with 51% agreeing and 48% disagreeing. Retail travel agents 

were predictably supportive of this statement with 73% agreeing, although 27% 

disagreed indicating that travel agents are not uniformly confident about their 

future. A large percentage of respondents in the suppliers/principal category 

(56%) and the tour wholesalers (50%) category did not agree with the 

statement, thereby contradicting the opinion of the retail travel agent. Industry 

administrators and analysts were also undecided on this issue. Retail travel 

agents (as they presently exist) may have difficulty sustaining their current 
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Chart 7. 
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dominance as booking agents and providers of travel information, for the more 

experienced and fully independent travellers, but will continue to dominate the 

servicing of less experienced travellers. The results relating to this question are 

inconclusive, but there would appear to be a strong feeling of "self worth" 

amongst retail travel agents, along with a degree of uncertainty expressed by 

other industry groups. 

Question 12. 

Technology and automation will result in retail travel agents losing their 

share of "minimum servicing " products 

Question twelve addresses the issue of "minimum servicing" products such as 

car hire, travel insurance and travellers cheques. The question of how these 

products will be affected by technology has been answered in three separate 

sections with the percentage outcomes displayed in tables 14,15 and 16 below. 

Table 14 

TRAVEL AGENTS WILL LOSE A SHARE OF CAR HIRE 
ARRANGEMENTS 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
55.6% 
33.3% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

8.3% 
58.3% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 
36.4% 
45.5% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
N=n 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

5.9% 
. 29.4% 

41.2% 
17.6% 
5.9% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
100.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

2.8% 
55.9% 
30.7% 
9.4% 
1.2% 
N=52 

THTABSIO 
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NB: It would appear that the responses to this question may have confused the 

needs of business/corporate travel as opposed to the needs of the leisure 

traveller. It is recognized that a large percentage of business travellers 

have direct booking services with car hire companies. 

The responses to this question did not provide a definitive direction with 59% 

supporting the statement and 40% not agreeing. These total percentage 

outcomes indicate that travel agents will lose a share of "car hire" possibly to 

automated car hire transaction facilities. Several sections of the Industry 

support this scenario including suppliers and tour wholesalers. However the 

total result is disputed by respondents from both the retail travel agents group 

as well as the group of Industry administrators and analysts indicating that "car 

hire" will remain the domain of the retail travel agent. 

Table 15 

TRAVEL AGENTS WILL LOSE SHARE OF TRAVEL 
INSURANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
44.4% 
22.2% 
11.1% 
22.2% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

0.0% 
66.7% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
16.7% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 

27.3% 
54.5% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

0.0% 
41.2% 
41.2% 
11.8% 
5.9% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

0.0% 
493% 
33.6% 
8.2% 
9.0% 
N=52 

THTABSll 

The indecisive outcome provided by the responses to the question of car hire 

carried through to the second part of this question relating to "travel insurance". 

The totals as displayed in table 14 above indicates that 49% of the survey 

participants agreed with the statement that travel agents will lose some share of 

processing travel insurance with 41% disagreeing and 9% not knowing. 
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Table 16 

TRAVEL AGENTS WILL LOSE SHARE OF TRAVELLERS 
CHEQUE ARRANGEMENTS 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

11.1% 
66.7% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

8.3% 
58.3% 
16.7% 
8.3% 
8.3% 
N=12 

RetaU 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 
18.2% 
72.7% 
9.1% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

0.0% 
64.7% 
17.6% 
5.9% 
11.8% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

3.9% 
54.9% 
28.0% 
6.9% 
6.2% 
N=52 

THTABS 12 

The response to the same question but with reference to "travellers cheques" 

provided the most definitive outcome with 59% of those surveyed agreeing 

with the statement, 35% disagreeing and 6% not knowing. The Industry 

analysts category strongly supported this scenario along with all other industry 

categories with the exception of the retail travel agents whereby 82% of the 

respondents disagreed with this statement. It would appear that the bulk of 

retail travel agencies are either incorrect in their assumptions or simply do not 

wish to accept that the onset of technology will alter the role of travel agents in 

this area. 

Question 13. 

An increasing growth in telephone sales and direct marketing of travel 

product will alter channels of tourism product distribution 

Question thirteen makes refers to the increasing growth in telephone sales and 

direct marketing of travel product, indicating that these activities have the 

potential to influence future channels of travel product distribution. 
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Table 17 

DIRECT MARKETING TECHNIQUES WILL ALTER TRADITIONAL 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

11.1% 
33.3% 
44.4% 
11.1% ' 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

8.0% 
66.7% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
8.3% 
N=12 

Retail 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 

63.6% 
27.3% 
0.0% 
9.1% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

5.9% 
41.2% 
41.2% 
0.0% 
11.8% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

5.0% 
54.3% 
32.6% 
2.2% 
8.1% 
N=52 

THTABSIS 

Table 17 above and chart 8 demonstrate that there is general support for this 

assumption by all industry categories apart from the suppliers/principals group. 

A total of 60% of all respondents agreed, with the most dominant supporters 

being the tour wholesalers. This may indicate that an increasing emphasis will 

be placed on more direct forms of distribution by these industry categories in 

the future at the expense of the traditional retail intermediaries. 

Question 14. 

It is predicted that Australian domestic airlines will become less dependant on 

retail travel agents to distribute their product in the future, thus altering 

channels of distribution. 

Question fourteen touched on a delicate issue in the reahns of Australian travel 

and tourism. The respondents were somewhat divided on the issue under 

question, the results of which are displayed in table 18 and chart 9. 
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Chart 8. 

THE GROWTH IN DIRECT MARKETING WILL ALTER 

TRADITIONAL CHANNELS OF TOURISM DISTRIBUTION 
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Table 18 

AUSTRALIAN DOMESTIC AIRLINES WILL BECOME LESS 
DEPENDANT ON TRAVEL AGENTS 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
44.4% 
44.4% 
11.2% 
0.0% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

18.4% 
38.4% 
25.0% 
8.4% 
10.0% 
N=12 

RetaU 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 
36.4% 
45.5% 
18.1% 
0.0% 
N=ll 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

5.9% 
41.2% 
35.3% 
11.8% 
5.8% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

4.9% 
45.4% 
36.7% 
9.9% 
3.2% 
N=52 

TKTABSM 

The responses to this question were again somewhat inconclusive indicating 

that the industry possesses various opinions relating to this issue. A slightly 

greater percentage of respondents 50% agreed and 47% disagreed with the 

statement. Of the individual industry categories the retail travel agents were 

the strongest non-supporters i6A%), as may well have been predicted. It is of 

interest to note however that 36% of the responding agents actually agreed with 

the statement. Tour wholesalers, suppliers and principals were also more 

willing to refute this statement with industry administrators and analysts evenly 

divided on the issue, thus reinforcing the thought that this question is one of 

great indecision for many within the industry. It is of interest to note that the 

wholesalers category were most supportive of this statement. There has been 

developing concem within the industry as a result of the continued expansion 

into the travel retail sales area by the domestic carriers. The domestic airlines 

have secured a large proportion of direct distribution outlets through which to 

promote their products at a preferred rate, thus competing directly with the 

retail travel agents. 
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Chart 9. 
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Question 15. 

The future role of the tour wholesaler in packaging product will diminish as 

CRS and electronic brochuring become increasingly established within the 

industry. 

Table 19 

ROLE OF THE TOUR WHOLESALER WILL DECREASE AS CRS 
BECOMES ESTABLISHED 

Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don't Know 

Suppliers/ 
Principals 

0.0% 
44.4% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
N=9 

Tour 
Wsalers 

0.0% 
28.4% 
55.0% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
N=12 

RetaU 
Travel 

Aeencies 
0.0% 

45.5% 
27.3% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
N=l l 

Industry 
Admin./ 
Analysts 

0.0% 
47.1% 
47.1% 
5.9% 
0.0% 
N=17 

Other 

0.0% 
66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
N=3 

TOTALS 

0.0% 
46.4% 
39.2% 
8.2% 
2.2% 
N=52 

THIABSli 

The results displayed in table 19 above and chart 10 over the page indicate that 

the industry is undecided in their support for this assumption that the role of the 

tour wholesaler will diminish as CRS and electronic imaging of brochures 

become increasingly established within the industry. The results received 

indicate a 46%/47% split between agree/disagree responses. It is strongly 

indicated by the tour wholesalers that there will always be a place for them as 

travel product intermediaries, but it is recognized that their facilitating role may 

alter. Tour wholesalers will need to become increasingly attuned to new 

technologies associated with brochure production as their role in packaging and 

presenting leisure travel product alters along with other changes within the 

industry. It would appear that the concept of "electronic imaging of brochures" 

and advanced forms of information technology used to display product in a 

computerised audio visual format is still a distant vision for many respondents. 
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Chart 10. 
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The resuUs, although inconclusive do indicate that the role of the tour 

wholesaler is undergoing change and that a pro-active approach is required in 

adapting to this changing business enviromnent. This statement lends support 

to the second research assumption of this paper that the role of the tour 

wholesaler (as a product distribution intermediary) may change as the age of 

information and computerisation dawns upon the Australian travel and tourism 

industry. It cannot be concluded however that the wholesaler will become less 

important as a result of the above changes. 
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SECTION 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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SECTION 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This section has two major objectives. The first is a summary of the results 

which relate to the research assumptions made. The second is to identify some 

key trends. 

Summary 

The initial section of the summary emphasises those broad changes taking place 

in the business environment which have a direct influence over product 

distribution. It is suggested that the changes being experienced by the 

Australian travel and tourism industry reflect intemational developments in the 

areas of computer reservation systems, other new technology aimed at 

achieving improved efficiency and domestic airline deregulation. The 

following research findings support the suggestion that the business 

environment is undergoing change. 

* The majority of respondents indicated that they were continually 

assessing and revising their options for product distribution. 

* There is an increased orientation towards embracing the benefits of CRS 

because of the increased reliance by the travel and tourism industry upon 

intemational communications. 

* Computer reservation systems will act as additional intermediaries within 

the channels of product distribution. They will complement rather than 

compete with present intermediaries. 
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* Non-automated agents are expected to experience difficulty in servicing 

clients and in being serviced by principals following domestic airline 

deregulation. The trend towards automation is related to business survival 

for this group. 

* Evidence provided by suppliers and tour wholesalers suggests a trend 

towards direct marketing of travel product to potential travel buyers via 

mail and telemarketing. 

* A trend is evident towards increased vertical integration of distribution 

channels. Suppliers, wholesalers and retailers will be more closely 

affiliated thus emphasising the efficiencies which may be generated via 

this stmcture. 

* Specialist channels of product distribution are expected to provide niche 

marketing facilities for travel product. 

* An increasingly sophisticated and educated travel public is seeking 

information which can be rapidly retrieved with confirmations of 

bookings made quickly and conveniently. 

* It is doubtful whether the Australian distribution network will experience 

the same outcomes as North America following its airline deregulation 

due to the different population base and ownership of infi^astmcture in the 

two countries. 

The first research assumption was that retail travel agents would retain their 

role as the primary distribution intermediaries for leisure travel product. The 

research results indicate that there is a division of industry opinion on this issue. 

Specific outcomes which support this statement include; 

i). That 50% of the respondents agreed that the airlines would become less 

dependant on retail agents to distribute their product while 40% 

disagreed. 
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ii). That only 60% of the respondents thought that retail agents would not 

lose a share of their travellers cheque arrangements with 40% either 

disagreeing or uncertain. 

iii). Only 50% thought that travel agents would lose market share 

regarding travel insurance arrangements. 

iv). That only 50% thought that leisure travellers would use retail travel 

agents to perform their travel arrangements in the future. 

The results indicate therefore that it would appear retail travel agents will retain 

their role as primary distribution intermediaries, but their dominance will be 

reduced as direct selling and marketing by suppliers increases. Although there 

is evidence of experimentation with various methods of product distribution, it 

can be concluded that retail travel agents will remain the primary intermediary 

for leisure travel product. This outcome supports the first research assumption 

under discussion. 

A summary of the survey analysis indicates that:-

* A bigger percentage of product will be distributed directly to the travel 

buyer by principals in future. 

* Principals intend to reduce the percentage of product distributed via retail 

agents in preference for a direct marketing emphasis. 

* Tour wholesaler responses provided a similar outcome. A number of 

wholesalers expect to decrease the percentage of product distributed via 

retail agencies in favour of direct selling. 
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There is a strong emphasis by industry administrators and analysts on 

retail agents needing to increase their competitiveness and efficiency. 

This is to be achieved by; 

embracing modem distribution technology 

emphasising product specialisation and increasing the level of travel 

product knowledge by travel consultants 

- achieving competence and efficiency when handling CRS 

There would appear to be negligible threat to travel agents emanating 

fi-om the direct sale of leisure travel via home computers and television 

monitors. It is suggested that leisure travel is a personal purchase, and 

requires human interaction. 

It is suggested that CRS/GDS will provide additional leisure travel 

information to retail agents. It is hoped that this may mspire greater buyer 

confidence in dealing with travel agents. 

Retail travel agents will need to engage in product specialisation and 

provide unique services for niche markets. 

Retail agents will lose some share of minimum servicing products to 

automated transactions which have begun to advance into the travel and 

tourism industry. 

Increased involvement by the major domestic airiines in retail distribution 

may result in domestic airiines becoming less dependant upon 

independent retail travel agents to distribute their product. 

The increasing numbers of travel products available may resuU in an 

increased consumer need for retail travel agents as providers of expert 

product knowledge and advice for travel purchasers. 

Retail agents will need to "add value" to their product through service and 

experience to become more competitive in the future and to differentiate 

their product. 
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Retail travel agents will retain their role as primary distribution 

intermediaries, but their level of industry dominance may decrease. 

The second research assumption is that the role of the tour wholesaler as a 

travel product intermediary would decrease as a result of the changing industry 

environment. 

The research results indicate that the traditional role of the tour wholesaler as a 

travel product intermediary may decrease in the future. This is supported by 

the following outcomes; 

i). In question 4 only 48% of the respondents thought that the role of the 

wholesaler would not decrease, with a greater percentage indicating that it 

would decrease. 

ii). In question 15 only 47% of the respondents suggested that the role of 

the wholesaler would not decrease, again with a large percentage 

indicating an envisaged decrease in the future role of the tour wholesaler 

in travel product distribution. 

It is suggested that the future role of the tour wholesaler as a travel product 

intermediary may decrease, although it is expected that they will retain their 

role (to a lesser extent) as distribution intermediaries which bulkbuy product 

and develop travel packages for sale in retail agencies. The precise nature of 

their future role in the industry however will alter as it is subject to the 

changing demands of CRS, electronic brochuring and the type of leisure travel 

product required by the traveller. 
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A summary of trends which have evolved fi-om the research and relate to the 

future role of the wholesalers include; 

* That the tour wholesaler will remain an important distribution 

intermediary of the future. 

* That the introduction of CRS is not perceived as a direct threat to the 

future existence of the tour wholesaler and that they may both become 

mutually inclusive for packaged leisure product as distribution channels 

develop. This outcome concurs with previous statements by Clarke of 

Jetset when discussing computerisation, wholesalers and the development 

of "Woridlink" 

* A real expectation that tour wholesalers need to become familiar with 

futuristic technology including "electronic brochuring" techniques in 

order to distribute packaged product via CRS. However, it is suggested 

that there will always be a need for product information in hardcopy 

format (brochure). Electronic brochures should be regarded as an 

additional source of product information, and not necessarily a 

replacement for hardcopy brochures. Since travel is an intangible product 

it will always require tangible evidence of purchase. 

* Tour wholesalers will remain important intermediaries because of their 

product packaging expertise and bulk purchasing power which provides 

the industry with package tours at acceptable prices. 
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Conclusions 

The two assumptions discussed during this paper received mixed views from 

members of the tourism industry. 

The present channels of product distribution were discussed in earlier sections 

of this paper and have been well documented. Accordmg to the secondary 

literature, and the views of the industry commentators the present channels will 

change in two main ways; both of which reflect the influences of mtemational 

distribution trends. These include the developing technologies of Computer 

Reservations Systems, Global Distribution Systems and novel methods of 

purchase, plus the intemational trend to deregulate markets as in Australia's 

domestic airlines. Together, these influences will continue to impact upon and 

alter the way in which leisure product is distributed. In addition to these 

considerations, increased distribution efficiencies are also being sought 

intemationally. Many organisations are attempting to increase their emphasis 

on direct forms of product distribution, thereby reducing the number of 

intermediaries. 

These changes which are impacting on Australian distribution channels have 

evolved from the overseas experience which has been documented in earlier 

sections. It is suggested finally that future channels of distribution will gain 

one additional intermediary, CRS, with the concept of direct selling being a 

choice for individual product suppliers and packagers. Diagram 11 below 

provides the reader with a future distribution scenario for interaction between 

different intermediaries which may operate during the sale of leisure travel 

products in the future. 
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The research has indicated support for the first research assumption that retail 

travel agents will retain their role as primary distributors of leisure travel 

product, but that their support base may be reduced as a result of increased 

Diagram 11 
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levels of direct marketing by suppliers and wholesalers. This will be 

compounded by an increasing percentage of independent travellers who choose 

not to use retail travel agents to organise their travel arrangements. 

The research results conclude that retail agents will continue to have a major 

role in the distribution of leisure travel (travel agents would appear to be less 

vulnerable in the leisure than in the business market). CRS will assist the retail 

agent in future by providing large amounts of travel information, thereby 

helping retail agents to provide expert advice on travel decisions. In addition. 
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airline deregulation and the increasing frequency of fare discounts will result in 

the domestic leisure traveller looking to the retail agent to provide advice on the 

best deals available. 

The above changes coupled with traditional benefits usually provided by agents 

including advice/counselling, product comparisons and convenience all indicate 

support for the first research assumption. 

Changes within the industry which threaten the dominance of retail travel 

agents include a tendency by product suppliers to direct an increasing 

percentage of their distribution resources towards direct marketing. 

In addition to the increased market penetration achievable via direct marketing 

there is concem expressed about the expansion of the Australian domestic 

airlines into retail travel, thus competing directly with retail travel agents. Of 

particular concem (expressed by B.Grey of Compass Airlines) is that 

consumers in Australia are often unaware of ownership links between airlines 

and travel agents. 

The research indicates that retail agents must adapt to change if they wish to 

maintain their role as primary distributors of leisure product in the future. 

Industry comments suggest that travel agents may need to specialise in a certain 

product range and to target niche markets. This will enable them to develop 

greater expertise over a smaller range of product. 
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Travel counselling will always be required. Retail agents which can provide a 

valued service through expert advice and counselling, will not be substihited by 

ticket dispensing machines, direct mailing efforts or discounted airlme offers. 

At the same time retail agents must understand that the industry is changing and 

that flexibility and creativity is required for future success. 

Whatever shape the industry takes in the future, there seems to be general 

agreement that travel agents will need to concentrate on being good business 

managers, effective salespersons, and expert travel advisers. More 

sophisticated research will also be necessary to segment the travel market more 

effectively and allow agents to better understand and service then clients. 

Agents will need to be sales people as well as travel counsellors. 

Specialised travel agents of the future will need to be a true travel experts and 

communicate this effectively to their target markets. If they can't communicate 

their travel expertise, potential customers may see no advantage in using them, 

and may choose to make their travel arrangements directly with suppliers or 

through other distribution intermediaries. 

Several conclusions can be arrived at in discussing the second research 

assumption relating to the future role of the wholesalers. Research outcomes 

suggest that the tour wholesaler as a travel product intermediary may be 

reduced in the future. The tour wholesaler however, will remain an important 

intermediary because of the packaging expertise they offer to the industry. 

Such expertise provides a packaged travel product at a reasonable price and 

injects a stabilizing influence unto the industry via the long term planning 

which they undertake. 
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The role of the tour wholesaler as a distribution intermediary may decrease as 

methods of product packaging and the communication of product information 

alters. This will occur as the industry embraces the efficiencies of CRS and 

other new methods of purchase. This suggestion indicates strong support for 

the new brochuring techniques which will use new forms of communication, 

and provide cost effective information about travel products. 

A major challenge for the Australian wholesaler in the future is to service a 

travelling public which is becoming increasingly independent, sophisticated 

and demanding in their needs. Adventurous and exotic destinations which 

currently offer the security of a group tour for the consumer's peace of mind in 

the tour brochure, may be more easily accessible to the more confident 

independent travellers in the future. Therein lies a challenge and an 

opportunity for retailers, and for the wholesalers.. 

The older age bracket has always been an important market for group tours and 

continues to increase. By the time today's middle aged traveller reaches old age 

(the primary age group that purchases packages), they will already have 

travelled many times to several different places and may be less appreciative of 

the benefits associated with standard package tours. Innovation will be 

required by the tour wholesaler to retain this market. Domestic tour operators 

will have to deal with a population which has an increasing desire to travel 

abroad as well as an increasing desire for independence and flexibility when 

travelling. The trend by travellers to take a number of shorter excursions rather 

than (or in addition to) one major trip per year has increased the demand for 

shorter length packages. This is another indication that the tour wholesaler of 

the future will need to be irmovative. 
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There are many undeveloped opportunities. The future direction for tour 

wholesalers if they wish to remain unportant intermediaries is to embark on a 

similar path as that suggested for travel retailers. There is a need to provide 

excellent product knowledge as a service to other intermediaries, a need for 

innovative product packaging and product specialisation and a thorough 

understanding of the principles of niche marketing. 

It can be concluded that the tour wholesaler may remain an important 

distribution intermediary but the degree of importance may be reduced in the 

future. The wholesaler of the future must be flexible in his/her approach and 

innovative enough to adapt to, as well as assist in shaping the changing travel 

and tourism environment in which they exist. 

The research has concluded that the retail travel agent will remain the primary 

distribution intermediary in the short term, with the long term role of this 

intermediary being influenced strongly by what unique buying and selling 

opportunities can be developed by the retail agency network which will benefit 

both the travel consumer and the product principals. 
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GLOSSARY 
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Airline Deregulation 

The elimination of governmental regulation of the airlines and other suppliers with 

regard to routes, fares and other specifics. 

Ancillary Travel Information: 

Travel Insurance, Travellers cheques, travel tips etc. 

Automated Ticket Machines (ATM): 

Automated vending machines selling computer airline tickets, generally located in 

airport terminals. 

Brochure: 

Printed folder containing descriptions and conditions of a tour. 

Computerised Reservation System (CRS): 

An electronic information system connecting individual travel agencies to a 

central computer, making immediate inquiries and reservations on an airlme, hotel, 

car rental or other possible travel services. 

Conducted Tour: 

A prepaid, prearranged vacation in which a group of people travel together under 

the guidance of a tour leader who stays with them from the start to the end of the 

trip. Also referred to as the escorted tour. 
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Consolidator: 

A person or company that forms groups to travel on air charters or at group fares 

on scheduled flights to increase sales, eam override commissions, or reduce the 

possibility of tour cancellations. 

Contractor: 

A person, firm or corporation who provides vehicles, guides and/or local services 

to a tour operator or travel agent for the benefit of the passengers. Contractors 

operate in every stage of a tour, and their contracted services are co-ordinated by 

the tour operator into a complete itinerary. Sometimes called local operator. A 

hotel for example, is a contractor. 

Ground Operator: 

A company that provides local travel services to client at destination; receiving 

agent. 

Cruise: 

A pleasure voyage as opposed to one solely for transport. Sea cruises usually 

depart from and retum to the same port. 

Direct Selling: 

The sale of travel products directly to the consumers, without the use of travel 

intermediaries such as travel agents. 

Domestic Airlines: 

A carrier providing service within its own country. 
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Electronic Brochures: 

Product information stored on computer disk. Detailed information relatmg to 

individual products which can be accessed by computer terminals. 

Horizontal Integration: 

Ownership and control of intermediaries above and below in the channel of 

distribution. 

Intangible: 

Unable to touch, a non-material product which is elusive and must be visualised. 

Incentive Travel: 

Travel providing an incentive reward for sales or work performed by sales staff, 

distributors or members of other organisations when the sales or work performed 

exceeds particular quota levels. 

Itinerary: 

The travel schedule provided by a travel agents for his or her client. A proposed 

or preliminary itinerary may be rather vague or very specific. A final itinerary, 

however, spells out all details - flight numbers, departure times, and so on - as 

well as describing planned activities. 

Package: 

Prearranged elements of a trip such as hotel accommodations, meals, sightseeing 

and transfers, less inclusive than a tour. 
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Packager: 

A wholesaler; one who organises and advertises a tour or package. 

Principal: 

The dominant participant in any given situation. More specifically in travel: (1) a 

primary producer of any unit of travel merchandise - an airline, a hotel, a shipline; 

(2) any person (or company) who assumes responsibility for a travel program; (3) 

anyone who pays a commission to another for selling a travel program. 

Product: 

An item available for purchase by buyer. 

Retail Travel Agency: 

A travel agency that sells travel products on a retail basis on behalf of his or her 

principals - airlines, cmise lines, hotels, car rentals, etc., for a commission to the 

general public. 

Special Interest Tour: 

A prearranged, packaged itinerary designed to appeal to or respond to a request by 

a group of persons who have a particular interest area of study or activity, for 

example, culture and the arts, sports, preservation, wildemess, shopping, cuisine, 

etc. 

Tourist: 

A temporary visitor staying at least twenty-four hours in the country visited and 

the purpose of whose joumey can be classified as leisure - recreation, holiday, 

health, study, religion, sport, business, family, mission or meeting. 
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Tour Guide: 

Professional who leads a tour, usually at an attraction or destmation. 

Tourism: 

All activities involved with attracting, servicing and satisfying tourists. 

Tourists: 

Person who travels for reasons other than employment or personal business. The 

United Nations defines tourist as one who spends more than one night but less 

than a year away from home for pleasure or business. 

Tour Operator: 

An operator that provides services including responsibility for the delivery and/or 

operation of all facets of the tour, usually providing an escort. Tour operators may 

also be wholesalers as well as local operators. 

Tour Package: 

A joint service that gives a traveller a significantly lower price for a combination 

of services than could be obtained if each had to be purchased separately by the 

traveller. Thus, the total price of a tour package might include a round-trip plane 

ticket, hotel accommodations, meals, sightseeing bus tours and admission fees. 

Travel -(Business) 

The activity of travel for the purpose of conducting business. 
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Travel -(Leisure) 

Leisure travel is defined (in this study) as the activity of consumers using their 

discretionary leisure time to visit a destination which encompasses at least an 

airline ticket and accommodation as a part of the leisure travel experience. 

Travel Industry Distribution System: 

The process of moving travel products and services from suppliers to ultimate 

consumers. 

Travel Insurance: 

Regular insurance tailored to cover travellers and their personal effects. May be 

sold by a regular broker; however, most travel agents and tour carrier personnel 

are specially licensed insurance agents with the power to issue such policies and 

immediately bind the insurance company. 

VFR: 

Classification of travellers whose purpose for travel is to Visit Friends and Relatives. 

Vertical Integration: 

Ownership and control of numerous businesses operating at one level of the 

distribution process. 

Wholesaler: 

A company that usually creates and markets inclusive tours and packages or buys 

services in bulk for sale (or resale) through travel agents. 
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Yield Management: 

Yield Management predicts, using the likely number of buyers and costs of each 

product, the product profitability and ensures that the right ratio of different price 

deals are offered to the market 
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APPENDIX A: 

LIST OF RESPONDENTS 

TYPE OF ORGANISATION 

Suppliers/Principals 
Accommodation Supplier 
Accommodation Supplier 
Tour Operator 
Cmise Ship Supplier 
Large Fauna Park Product Supplier 
Domestic Airline (large) 
Domestic Airline (large) 
Specialist Tour Operator 
Coach Transport Operator 

Tour Wholesalers 
Domestic Tour Wholesaler (large) 

Domestic Tour Wholesaler (mid-sized) 

Intemational Tour Wholesaler (mid-sized) 

Intemational Tour Wholesaler (mid-sized) 

Domestic Airline (wholesale division) 

Travel Wholesaler/Retailer 

State Tourism Commission (wholesale division) 

Regional Tourism Product Wholesaler 

Motoring Organisation 

Special Interest Wholesaler 

Adventure Tour Wholesalers 

Ski Tour Wholesaler 

Retail Travel Agents 
Independent Retail Travel Agent 

Independent Retail Travel Agent 

Independent Retail Travel Agent 

Independent Retail Travel Agent 

Independent Retail Travel Agent 
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Travel and Tourism Distribution Channels 

Retail Travel Agents (continued) 

Member of Small Retail Travel Chain 

Member of mid-sized Retail Travel Chain 

Member of mid-sized Retail Travel Chain 

Member of large Retail Travel Chain 

Member of large Retail Travel Chain 

Member of large Retail Travel Chain 

Industry Administrators/Analysts 

Tertiary Educational Institution Offering Tourism Courses 

Tafe Educational Institution Offering Tourism Courses 

Commercial Travel Industry Training Organisation 

State Tourism Commission 

State Tourism Commission 

State Tourism Commission 

State Travel and Tourism Corporation 

Computer Reservations Systems Consultant 

Computer Reservations Systems Distributor 

Computer Reservations Systems Distributor 

Retail Travel Agents Federation 

Travel and Hospitality Adviser 

Tourism Association 

Tourism Consultancy (small) 

Tourism Consultancy (medium sized) 

Government Tourism and Travel Adviser 

Travel Association 

Other 

Retail Agents Support Services for Computer Reservations Systems 

Travel Educational Organisation (no name) 

Retail Agent (no-name) 
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APPENDIX B: 

S P I C I A l R E P O R I 

TRAVEL AGENCY 
AUTOMATION 

How long can agents delay CRS decisions? 
CRS GATEWAY VIA JETLINK OR TRAVTEL 

CAPITAL COST COMPARISON 
tYSTW 

JETUNK 

THAVTEL 

GATEWAYS 

Jctlink Intarlaeat witti 
Fantatia to provida accaia to 
the wortdwide SABRE 
computer rvaervationa 
ayatam. 

Currently a gateway to TIAS. 
Negotiating for acceai to all 
CRSa. 

COST 

Free to Jataet agenta and 
aclectad non-Jetset agents. 
Agenta pay for initallation of 
dedicated telephone line. 

Eatimated one-oti coat of 
around MOOO-tfiOOO for 
suitable PC, nwdem and 
printer irtcliiding cuatomiaed 
Tranel software. Travtel 
PC/aottware package can be 
rented for around t 2 M par 
month Induding ktalaWalton 
and aervtce contract er 
purchaaed outright for aroutid 
ICOOO. 

IN THE PAST 12 months ihr major CRS com[uni« 
ha*r engaged in a savage pncc war and retcrscd carJicr 
hrmh staird policies in a bid lo provide agents uiiti 
cheaper versions of their products. 

In the process, the) have persuaded significant num
bers of retailers to sign with them. But the bulk of ajents 
remain unautomated and a detailed AFTA survey, to be 
released at the federation's convention in Hobart Ibis 
month, purpons to show thai no CRS as yet fills all the 
automation needs of Australian agents. 

A F T A . while acknowledging thai automation will be 
crucial to agents' survival paniculart> after domestic air 
deregulation, is advising agents not to make an> decision 
yet. .And it is urging the CRS companies to expedite a low 
cost "one box" solution for smaller agents by providing 
Travtel pteways. 

The bottom line is that most smaller agents rrntain 
confused and just a little overwhelmed by the wealth of 
information and mis-information churned out by an in-
dustrv t»th complei and rapidly evolving. 

Qantas Distribution Services, the marketer ofFanusta. 
the "regionalisfd" Asia-Pacific version of American Air
lines' ^bre CRS, has been forced to capitulate on its 
initial sunce of supplying only the lop line "profeuional 
Sabre" venion of its produci in conjunction with IBM 
PS2 PCs. 

SMALl AGENTS: CRS CAPITAL COST COMPARISON 
omoN .«j,i ' .5 i-': 

t.Afsmsoamdunib 
tamlnal or PC 

2. Agent I M S S S PC ivllh 
VQA aereen and hard 

l O p H o n U t S p t u t 

lOpaen lp lua 
Hx</bMkemeo 

te^/FANlMMjS.g 

O f n O N A: Sabra 
Gonvorsion, prtoe on 
application (Sabre 
Accaaa on meet TIAS 
equlpmani). OPTKW B: 
Sabra Link (Sabia Accaaa 
en most IBM eompaOMa 
PC's) 1225 par menlh. 
Sabra X: Sabra Access on 
(UNIXaqulpmant)TBA 

Profassiotwl Sabra $350 
par month 

1 . tabre Cenvaralon > 
Ttekatlng P.OJL; 1 Sabra 
Unk 4 Ticketing «37$ par 
month S Sabre X S 
nckettns TBA; S. 
Professional Sabra S 
TIekatIng SSOO per montti 

• 'Fvlsyslain — P C , 
PriMar.Bcfeallng, 
OwiVbaekemca 

Professional Sabra -¥ 
Iknnaq SSSO par monOi 

^ • ^ r 
PHee on appDcaVen 

S337 par month 

v43v par mornh 

Panlaaia tTOO par month 

1417 par month with 
Manager front effloa 
•yatam $492 par menOi 
•Hh Salaa Manager plw 
Bualnass Manager b a d 
efneetyatem 

•594 par month 

M-B. •yslam One prlcea Inckide cammunicallen coata. Other prieas «e no l 

fVSTCMONE 

Pric# on proouctrvHy 
"^ not rocoflvnooood 

Productivtty bo—d on 
flown pouonQor 

Ineludot Rno chorgos: 
4^05 MQntonts froo* 
•04-456 aa^nents I1SS: 
4S4-30! aagmenu $320; 
304-1SS segments $4(0; 
154-0 segments $614 

Productfirfly based on 
floam passenger 
segments, per monBL 
btchidea ine Gharyes: 
•f 715 segments liaa; 
714-535 segments $195; 
534-360 segments $300; 
359-1$0 segmentt $575; 
1794 segments $614 

Piuuncllvlly 
System One phts appronad 
iraf>dcir's prica. Soon lo 
ralesas new packages 

ProdudhrKy based en 
System One phis apprevad 
vendor's price, toon la 
releasa new packages 

'nM 
From $390 per 
(HAS Accaaa) 

Coat of PC phis $275 par 
•lorrth (TIAS Accaaa PC) 

AddHlonal$290| 
•wfitn |PnMiiof 
Preducti only) 

H/A 

N/A 

The commercial future of agents 
hinges on the way they resolve the 
dilemma over automation. They are 
being advised to put automation de
cisions on hold. And they are also 
being advised that there is no future 
for agents who fail to automate. Un
ravelling the issues, CHRISTINE 
McCABE reports on an AFTA survey 
of agency needs and how the key 
players are revamping existing 
products, and developing new ones, 
to meet those needs at an accept
able cost. 

As well as securing Jetset's business b) mabng "Com
mercial Sabre" available through the IBM clone hard
ware of the retail giant's family agents. QDS now olTcrs 
three low entry or option products which enable agents 10 
access Fantasia through their existing TIAS dumb lenni-
aals or their own PC equipmenL 

The former option was once decried as an "iovestmcai 
in the past" by QDS executives. 

In recent months Fanusia's published prices have 
dropped dramatically with single terminal monthlv kajes 
ftlling from SSOO to $350 (PC with VGA screen and hard 
copy prinler), SiJO to S300 (with tickeiin|) and $$2S to 
$700 (fiill system induding front and nick office m-
hancemenu). Sabrelink. which delivcis Sabre to any IBM 
compatible PC. is cheaper again. 

System One. which initially led the pnce initiatives 
with a productivtiv based incentive scheme, has in
creased its prices marginally and upped productivity pa
rameters. 

Galileo's published prices remain static but the compa-
By admits that almost all its sales are being made at ibe 
lop end of the market and it has flagged tbe release of a 
cheaper dial-up option for smaller agents — the initially 
promised release date of ApnJ now revised to August. 

Additionally it is claimed (and also denied) that sub
stantial overrides are being olTeml by Continental Air-
tines and Qantas to encourage agency groups to to align 
with their associated CRS operations. 

While Mr Hill denied that "(Jantas is out there offierii^ 
ODnthuedpafa » 

p. j < ^ ' h^ 



Distribution 
dilemma: How long 
(an ogents delay 
(RS decisions? 
f rem p»g« S3 
otrmdrs or additional deals" he did note that ~Qantas 
(hadl business associations or commercial associations 
*ith almost all organiuiions that we've been marketiog 
to of the group or isetwork nature.' 

S)sicm OIK. on the other hand, is adamant it is 'aot 
giving anylhing awa).~ Mr Smith said: "We've moved 
out of some very public negotiations when figunn accoro-
modaied by other CRSs did not make business sense lo 
us" Mr Smiih said 

Meanwhile AFTA chief executive John Dan is advis
ing agenis. "The longer the> w-ail the better and cheaper 
thf Bvstcms »ill become." 

Bui the fedrraiion also realises that without cfTeaive 
auiomaiion and access to national and international 
computerised distribution systems market forces will 
hasten the demise of man> smaller agents 

Mr Dan said ii was "very disappointing" to be enter
ing an era of deregulation "without a system which meets 
Ihr needs of $5 per cent of the Irderatian's members. 

"Thrre are 2000 agents in this country employing less 
than three consultants and they have not been presented 
with a reasonably priced CRS solution" 

AFTA will recommend these agents to ~bold olF' but 
in Ihr inicnm. said Mr Dan. smaller outlets should look 
10 Travtel which "provides an adequate solution at a 
reasonable cost" 

w Major 
•̂y — — 

Bui the major CRS companies are in no rush lo grant 
|aie>ia>s to 'fnv-tel — for a vanet> of pohtical. nther 
than technical, reasons. (See separate story) 

And despite all Ibe Ourry over providing low cost 
options, there is DO commercial imperative for them 10 
tnd automation solutions for tbe bottom 20 per cent of 
Ibe market. 

Fantasia's chief executive Maunoc Hill spelled out tbe 
cokl. hard bets. 

Hr laid. "This lower end of the market is of btlk leal 
value to the CKSs which are mnsaction driven — they 
invoice per transaction regardless of Ibe value of each 
booking 

'^mall agenu making betwern one and tve iairma-
lional bookings per day are bkely to net a CRS less than 
SSOa week. 

"Yet it is these agents whose very survival win depend 
on their ability to automate 

"If they (the agents) want an automated lervice Ibey 
are going to have to pa\ some money for it... we under-
narid thai the travel agent population is in difficult times 
in this country ... one of tbe reasons is that then an br 
loo nuny of them.'" 

The AFTA report, which assesses agenu' CHS needs 
f<hrough a utional survey of 22 per cent of the agency 
k Iwork (some 1600 agents), found that CRS investment 
'i.nd communication costs, fare accuracy and improved 
produnivity and profiubility were the most imporunt 
overall considentioQS Usted by aeents when irleciiiig a 
CRS 

Product features such as Last Seat Availability (LSA) 
and compatible hardware were deemed less impanaat 
overall. 

However agency needs vary from maiketpbce to nar-
kttplace. 

Ranking 
The repon found that country a^nts were most tensi-

tivc to the rssue of cost, rsiikiiig uformation accuracy, 
system reliability and communicalion costs as the most 
imporunt issues, their suburban counterparts Ibcusscd 
on improved profiubility and demonstrated the greatest 
preference for LSA. while agencies located in the CBD 
(typically larger multi-outlets) were preoccupied with ta
bor productivity, mining and profiubility. and were 
more inclined lo prefer jonger CRS coDlncts and the 
ability to use their own hardwaie. 

Siiuller ^encici in graenl placed greater imponasoe 
en the availability of local product, Ibe inicsration of the 
CRS into other systems. UA. lUlT training and system 
iTliability while lairter agencies opted for labor productiv
ity, the abihty to use their own hardware, access to world
wide information (wholesale product) and Ibe ficqueiicy 
of information update 

Late last year and earlier this year, it aeemed that the 
market was being rapidly carved up with a number of 
major groups aligning with one or more of tbe lysums. 

Fanusia won over the country's largest leuil chain. 
Jetset. and the smallest of the major bank travel irrviccs 
(Travelstrength) but it was uken by surpnse when Gali
leo snared American Express 

Harvey World Travel has endorsed both System One 
•Id Galileo while after almost 12 months of preparation 
UTAG is ftnall) poised to conoen with Fantasia through 
U-NET. a purpose built product devised by U-TAS. 

However it is problematical bow rapidly the indepeo-
deni leiail chaini win be able lo impoae automation upon 
Itieir members and Ibtie have b m wcn-pubhciied ia-
•Unoes of Amcx and UTAG aicBts biikiag with (yDcms 
aiber ikan those leoommended by "bead oftee*'. 
. MesBwtiilc other aiAyor poupa sie ibowiat BO iacliaa-

lian lo nish into decisioiu. 
Traveland. despite being owned by Galileo prime mm-

CenHnuatf 

; : |^ i -AIRLINE CRS OPTIONS FOR AUSTRAUAH AGENTS ̂  V ? ^ : . 
C«l$OOMf¥UIV 

SYSTEM NAME 
""7"- — -

DIST1UBUTI0N 
COMnkNY 

P(«(X>UCTS(a) 
Raaamalloiis 

(b) Front etfiee 

-: -. -r- .. 
(c) Back amca 

HAnOWARE 

" ' 

HOWAOENTS 
UNK 

SUPPORT 
SERVICES 

. • : ! - • - „ . . 

SYSTEMS 
AVAKABItrrV 

AmufNESpN-i 
vtrratjalT:. 

'*" "-i"'--
AIRUNES -y 
WITMLAST w 
Kxr.i,-.ii 5; 
AVAILABUTT 

-;f-̂ .̂-"?^ 
. . . i _ . . -

i--

'y^M-^ 
.:;;..-.Vii\ 

* *.' 

. V' '^ ' "' 

LAND 
CONTENT 
BOOKABLE anr 
SYSTEM 

. ..5»*.v;..» 
*/Viir'-i' 

MP^ 

Asia Pacific DIstrRiuSoe 

Fantasia 

Oarrtas Oiabibulien 
San^leaa. 

Regiorulised Sabra 

Tarmaq (fully 
bitegrated wWi 
Piefesalonal Sabra) 

TarmsQ (fully 
integrated with 
Professional Sabra) 

imelligeni wotkstationa: 
IBM PS,7; VGA color 
monitor, docun\ent 
printer. Optiortal 
peripherals. Ticket and 
rapon printera; beck-up 
tape units 

Digrul dedicated line 

Training Five deya 
Profcasional Sabre for 
unautomated agenta or 
three days Prolesaional 
Sabre for automated 
agents, two days 
Tarmaq 

(0 days from contract 

K 9 aimnea with 30$ 
offering avaHabaity 
ststua 

Air Canada, Air Etvope, 
Ab Franca, Ak India, Ab 
New Zealand, Alaaka 
'AMnes, Amtaak, Airia, 
British Alrwaya, 
Canadian Airlinaa M l , 
Chjb Mad, Continental 
Airlinaa, Cruiaematch, 
Dana AMnes, Eastern 
Akllnaa, El Al AMnea, 
Korean Airinaa, KLM, 
Lutlhanaa Aiilinas, 
Midway AirlirtaB, 
Northwest Airlinea, Pan 
American World 
Airways, Qentaa 
Alrwaya, South African 
AJrwaya, Trana World 
AkHnea, Unlled 
AkHnas. USAIR, U n 
French AMInas, Walls 
AMrws, Virgin ABanHc 

Jetset Rosies Tbe 
Traval Service; Rydges 
Hotsia: Southern 
PecHIc Hotal Carp.; S3 
car rantal companlaa 
raprssantad ki ovar 101 
eounblas, ever 22,000 
notol propenlee 
raprasenHnQ 154 noasl 
dwkia. Other sarvtoaa 
biduda Bieetra Bcfeasai 
apedel savants and BM 
atflclal racraaben 
guWa 

OaWee 

Currently Apollo OalWee 
being phased In now 

Soutlwm Cross Oittibullen 
Syatema 

ApoMo. OaHleo flight 
availability 

Sales Manager 

Buslrwss Menager 

Unisys PW Ms. SOs and (Os; 
IBM PS2. and any PC certifiad 
by Galileo 

Dedicated Telecom lines (Dial-
up option also availaMa) 

Basic trainir>g prior lo 
installation, cut-over support 
on agent's premises, regular 
updating of uaera. 
maintenance contract for 
Immediate ramedial 
maintenance during rsormal 
working houra, help deak 

M daya from contract 

lOOcurrsntly connactad, aWi 
a further S50 prelected 

Aar Lingua,'Aaroaneaa 
A/gentlnaa, Ak Franca, *Alr 
Lanka, 'Anata, -Al Mppen, 
'American Afefines, 'AnsatI, 
'Ansett New Zealand, 'Anaail 
NT, 'Anaell WA, ATI Aero 
Tnnsponc Itaini, 'Austalsn 
AirVnes, 'Air NSW, Air New 
Zealand Domeebc 'Ab Nea 
Zealand bitamsUonaL Ab UK, 
*Carwdian AMnea, 
*Continantal AMnes, Aiaeblen 
AMnea, AusMan Ab Services 
*British Airways. Brymen 
Airways, Cameroon AMnes, 
Air Sardinia, 'Aaiopefcan. Ab 
Botawana, Ab Eirepe. A U u 
SPA, ABnord S M . Cnaaak. 
Cruaebo Do SU, Cyprua 
Abways,DanAb.DellB 
Abflnaa.Ea^Ab, 
•Eaal Waal Eaalam Abinaa 
bic, Emtrstas, EMoplan 
Afcluiea, Euro Beran FrBAca. 
Fbmalr, OB Akways, Oarman 
tMngs, Ouemeey AMbiea, 
'Haielton, Hamburg AMbiea, 
'Japan AMnea 'Kandai 
AMnea, 'KLM Royal Duldi, 
ftoraan, *Liiflhanaa, NamBi 
Ab, Nelherline* BV, NLM CRy 
Hopper, -Norfok AMnea. 
Northwaal AirSnes, *Oiyniplc 
Polynesian Alikiea, •Qantas, 
•Quaanaland Padflc, 
RheMalflug Saawald. Rami 
Nepal, Rvanab, Sebena, SAS, 
Saudla.'fWA, Sou»i African 
Alrwaya, Stateawaet, 
•Sunbird, *Suntbile, SeilaaM, 
TkCA International, TAP Ab 
Portugal, Thai knamaHenal, 
Transavia, Tranaavie, Tnaap 
Shuttle, >Unlted AMnea, 
trarig,'Vbgin,WBrdalr 

(* Denotes online er 
coming online) 

Tickets and aporbng events; 
ran such sa Aintmk and 
EuraD; cruises and Oie STStam 
alao haa eapadly ID cAer 
ab/wliolaaale packages. 
slgMaaetag, hotel and car 
•ental Car Matler siiaBabIs 
beet Room Maater launcliej 
lAnAeenienBsa 

System One Dfract Urtsss 

Syatam One 

Syatam One Dbacl Accaaa 

System Ote Direct Accaaa 

System One Inbuilt featuraa 
Including customer profiles. 
saarchone quaue/ofnee 
Hunagerrwnt plua optional 
aoftwara soon lo be raleaiad 

Al present have two standard 
Austre'ian options — 
TRAVPAK A ATAAC Othcra 
under development. Also 
have irrtcrface with TRAMS A 
TAURUS wholesale ayatema 

Memorax Teici 7045 P.C. • 
IBM PS2 P.C. Mcmorei Telci 
OBO-A FFT option 

Dedicated circuit or prrvata 
network connection. Dial up 
imdcr raview 

•0 days (under review) 

Accaaa approximately BSO 
acfiadulea, of wfiich ever SOO 
are ParUclpatbtg Carriers, and 
40 Direct AccMa 

Aarolrtaaa AjBanHnaa, Aar 
Ungus, Aaroperu, Ab France, 
AMska Ab, Altalia, Alehe 
AMbtes, American AJrtnaa, 
America West, Britiah 
Airways, Canadian Padflc, 
Contir>ental Alilirtea, Den Ab, 
Delta Airlines, Esslem 
AbVnas, Eeuatortana, Fbmair, 
HawsBan Abtnas, Icaiand Ab, 
•larian, KLM, Uoyd Aero 
Boliviano, Lufthansa, Midway; 
Northwest Afeilnas, Pan 
American, PhMppbie AfeBnea, 
Oentaa Airways, Sebena, 
Sahsa. SAS, Swissab, lACA, 
IAN, TWA, Unltad AMnee, 
inA, Mrig, Vbgtat AtalaiMc 

Iburing: Only compiele 
automated lour ayatem 
svanaWe on a CRS — ever 
100 lour programa. WorMialda 
hetela, cara, tiMatra 
booklr>ga, yaclils, Ambab, 
• i t l a l 

Travel btduablaa Autiima»a< 
Sysiams 

TUS 

Traval btdusbias Automated 
Systems 

TUS Premier, TIAS Pramler 
Plus, TIAS Pramier PC. TIAS 
Access, TUS Access PC. T U S 
VTX, Automated tfcketbig 

None But bookkig info can be 
banafarrad to agentla awn K 
ormainfraina 

Depending on ayatam, 
Memorei Telci or aganfa own 
IBM-compatible PC or vidaolei 
terminal or ICL Unfai 
procasaOB 

Depending on syatam, 
dedicated Nne or dial-up er 
dial-up vldaotei 

to-90 daya from contract 

See panel betear 

Ab New Zealand, Ab Mugbri, 
Ab Pacillc, Aftaba, A l NIppan, 
Amarteen, Anaatt, AnaoU NZ. 
Aualrallan, BrWah Abwaya, 
Canadian AbBnaa, Catfiay 
Padflc, CanBnantal. Castam 
Abbnas AuaL, East Waal, 
FKght Waal, Oaruda, IteaaNan. 
J A I . Kandet, KLM, Ltoyd 
Met lon, UifVianaa, MAS, Pan 
American, Oentas, SIA, 
Sunbird, SungoM, Sunetate, 
Thai bitamatienai, Umtad, JKt 

AVas. JetsaL Transport 
wBcfwiOiOjy 

Tiavahvaak, Jidy IS, ItBO — Pa«e SB 



How long (an agents delay CRS decisions' 
from page 35 
er Ansett- is in discussion with Fantasia as well as Gali
leo. Thorrus Cook's intcnogaiion of Fantasia continues: 
consolidators Concorde and Metro have made no com-
mitmrni to a CRS. although Concorde is half-ooned b> 
Galileo shareholder Bntish Airways. 

The major bank travel serv ices of Wrslpac. National 
and ANZ also remain uncommitted Their decisions will 
be very much tied to the mainframe solutions of their 
parent hanks, to the compaiibilil> of CRSs «ith appro-
pnaie back office software and. according to some 
sources, domestic airline last seal availabilit> which is 
seen as important lo the optimal servicing of commercial 
accounts. 

Some K per cent of the agents covered by the AFTA 
survev were not automated and almost half of those have 
still made no decision to automate Of the remainder, the 
A F T \ repon reveals thai 2? pi-r ceri intend to install 
Fantasia, six pi-r ceni Oaliko and I»o per cent Svsirm 
One 

Ol' the "0 per ceni of respondents with some form of 
automation, the majoniv (42 pcr-centi use TIAS. repre-
seniing a large poirniial market for the CRSs 19 per cent 
used Travtel 11 per cent Galileo and four per ceni Sabre 
(Fanusia) (It should be noted that of the remaining 24 
per cent 14 per cent use Jetlink which gives access to 
Sabre I,. 

After securing the coveted Jetset account (830 Jetlink 
sites rising to 1000 within nine months) it would seem 
QDS IS well ahead in the agencv count (It has been 
suggested this could be due in pan to general agency 
anugonism towards the Galileo-aligned domestic carri
ers). 

QDS claims to have signed more than SOO agents with 
a funhcr 1400 committed Galileo says it has more than 
400 agencv sites contracted with another 500 poised to 

Jygn while Sssiem One lisu 95 retail outlets on its books 
,1th a funher 200 due to come on line before the end of 

ihe vear (This latter hgure is heavilv dependeni on the 
bulk of Harvev ^^brld•s agents selecting System One 
above Galileo.) 

The hgures are in line with Access Research's predic-
uon 12 months ago that barely SOO of Australia's 3700 
travel agents will remain uruulomated by 1993. 

The company's managing director. Graeme Ross-
Smith estimates that some 1700 to 1800 outlets are al
ready automated and within six months only those 
agents deterred by cost and holding out for a cheaper 
telephone driven (or dial-up) alternative, will remain out 
in the cold. 

Mr Hill is confident Fanusia will comer iO per cent of 
Ihe market in Australia within two years. 

Convinced 
Southern Cross Disinbuiion Systems general nunager 

.Alec Pratt believes Galileo will account for more than 40 
per cent while Dennis Smith. System One's regional 
manager Australia, is convinced his company can secure 
a 20 per cent sukc 

Both Fanusia and Galileo are sceptical of System 
One's abilitv to carve out the small niche market predict-

L "d 12 months ago 
p "I can't undersund whs Svslem One is in the market

place.'' Mr Hill said 
"It seems an awfully expensive was to put passengers 

on Continenul aeroplanes" 
Mr Smith said that System One has deliberately nuin-

tained a low pn>file and noted that "when we entered the 
market last July both our competitors were claiming 75 
per cent market share" 

The company is now embarking on a gradual expan-
tion program opening a demonstration site in Brisbane, a 
training ^ility in Melbourne, moving to new and larger 
premises in Sydney and implementing the placement of 
additional personnel throughout Australia. 

The lack of a preferred back office system has been 
addressed System One now offers two sundard Austra
lian options — TRAVPAK (marketed by Design Dau 
Systems) or ATAAC Plus with other systems currently 
under deselopment. 

In the meantime Galileo is pressing ahead with a series 
of product enhancements. Car Master (a modified Apollo 
booking irrvice) is rtow available while RoomMaster 
(giving access to more than 14.000 hotels, including 
ntany Australian ones) will be launched at tbe AFTA 
convention. 

A produn to assist with the design and management of 
iroup departures as well as an on-line tour booking facili
ty (similar to Sabre's Tourfinder) will be released later 
this year 

The range will add to Galileo's recently introduced 
"Flight Availabiliis" package which claims to make cily 
pairs obsolete while also being able to display LSA lor up 
10 eight airlines on the one screen at the one lime. 

According to Mr Pratt, the cutover from United Air
lines' Apollo system is proceeding according to schedule 
with Galileo due to launch in the UK in September and 
10 be fulls operational in Australia b> the end of next 
year, at which point TIAS will be phased out. (TIAS 
Buaraniees existing contracts until December 1991 and 
can provide additional siies and equipment lo existing 
dients until then). 

Mr Pratt denied that Galileo had experienced more 
Methini problems than expected — "It's not a matter of 
Attsiralianising Apollo but of building a whole new lys-
•tm in the UK which gives it an international rather than 
AmcTicsB facias." be Mid. 

Nc doei not briicvc tbe Sabre-baaed Fanlaiia a a a&er 
imemaiional breadth oT vision which win be svailsble 
(rem Ihe new generation Galileo and he predicts that, 
allimaiels. Galileo's onlv real competition will be Ihe 
nval European-based CRS — Amaidcus 

T ' TRAVEL AGENCY FRONT AND BACK OFFICE DPTIOHS 'T^ ^ 
SYSTEM 

Sales Manager Mariieled by: 
Souttiam Cross Distribution 
Systems, 27$ (Seorge St, 
Sydney, NSW 2000 

Business Manager Marketed 
by: Southern Cross Distribution 
Systems, 27S George St, 
Sydney NSW 2000 

ATAAC Plus (Australian Travel 
Agents Adminiatration 
Computer Plua). Marketed by: 
Travel Marketing and 
Automation Services (TMAS), 
3/92 Windsor Crascerrt, Mont 
Albert, Victoria 3127 

Glolial Travel Softwara. 
Marketed by Global Traval 
Software. 4/232 Bariily StreaL 
St Kilda, Victoria 3182 (PO Box 
2184) 

STAR 
(Simple Travel Accountbig 
Reaourcaa) Martielad by STAR 
AccounUng, Jetaat Centra, S 
Oueena Road, Melbourne, 
Victorta3aOO 

TARTAS 
Mariieled by Computer Ibak 
Force, Sutta 103, ScaWeh 
Australia BuHdbig, 30 Oxiey 
Sbeet, St Leonarda NSW 20B$ 

URMAO 
Marketed by Oantaa 
DfaUKHftion Servncaa, BBS 
Botany Road, Maaoat 
NSW 2020. 

TIM 
(The IncredMe Machbia) 
Mariteted b f Jetaat Teure 
Doncaalar, principal Pater 
Kagan, 000 Doncastar Rd, 
Doncastar, Victoria USB 

TRAVPAK 
Martieted by Design Data 
Syttems, PO Box S2, RoeavBa, 
NSW 2069 

Corinthians L Blariiated by 
Manbad Trial Pty Lid. as T k * 
CbcuR, (Madatone Pariu 
VICS043 

r"-# . 
FUNCTIONS 
COMPATWUTT/AFFIUAnOM 

Front offica system. Featuraa 
include client file management, 
PNR handling, word procassmg. 
calculator, local database, peim 
of saleraporu 

Back office system. Feeturas 
bictude sales raporbng. 
commission tracking, accounta 
payable and receivable, general 
ledger, trust accounting. BSP 
reporhng and ticket stock 
administration 

Integrated front and back offica 
aystem offering complete 
agency accounting package 
including BSP. Consolidation of 
branch office accounta (If 
required) Is a feetura. CRanl 
profiles with their bevel Malory 
insUntfy eccessible 

bitegrated front and back offica 
system performing functions 
sutomatically upon input of front 
office daU. Comprehensive 
accounting package with 
tunctiona ranging from Bie 
inputting of Itinerary lo 
production of profit and loss 
SUIementa. Tracking of 
overrides a feetura. Bull ki lax 
system 

Complete egency sccountbig 
package kwhiding BSP and 
budgeting functions 

AJiane Integrated fiont and 
back offica system offerbig 
eSent flea, Itbiararlea, document 
proceaaing, complets accountbig 
package, etc. Optional featuraa 
biduda — 1. TdeiVFax/Emal 
OTC bitsrtaca: r Elacbonlc M r 
TIckel Tranafar bitarfaca, S, 
Proration/Fiown Revenue 
Reportbig; 4. Consobdator 
bitarface: S. SateWte Ticket 
Plaiting. Special versbme for — 
Wholesalan. U n d Predud 
(tSA's, Abline GSA's, 
Consobdatera 

^•rard vrinnbig Inlagratsd fiani m 
back office agency syatsin 
developed by Oentas. OiitnanBc 
bMegrabon of caent flee B 
P9A's, automated Wnerary 
producvon A pricing, ooraplato 
agency accounting package, 
eianagement reports, Rdl sudR 
b a i and Bnanda) reports, 
commission (bid. override) 
backing and folow up. 

Fully bitegrated boot and back 
effica system oflaiing fttf 
agency accountbig sysieai. 
bickidbig BSP and bud and 
general accountbig amd 
processing. Invoicing, s a ^ 
yield, Mnerarlea, **aBas 
(comprehenshre led IBsa an 177 
counties), hotels databeee. ate. 

A ratall aystem that astaMlshes 
cBent files with the sbBly lo peat 
bansactlona auch as bneicaa. 
receipts, payments to supplera, 
issuing of UckeU A rebnburabig 
bust accounts. Syalam 
bKludes diary funcbona, aalas 
receipting 8 budgettng by 
produd A consultant aMh Bie 
abWty lo leaue cbeM Mnerarlea 
asrequbad 

b>-»ouaa predud t t s i f eyetei . 
cBentlBe ayatefn. 
laservaSens/booblngRM 

pac»^a »walca « rac i» j> (^4 
Mnagemant laporls; aaasBsg 
laciHtles;Nbierary 
documentabon. and many aioia 

C M •' ^•"- '•' • • * ? ' ^ 
• • ^ ^ ^ r ^ % - i 

Available only bi conjunction ailBi 
ApoBo/GaMeo 

Available only ki conjunction with 
Apobo/QaMao 

Curranby interfecing with 
Syatem One. Alao plana to 
biteriace with Galileo and 
Fantaaia 

Claims to be compabbla with a l 
CRSs 

Endorsed by Jetset end Fantasis 
•or use ki small to madkim-alzad 
bavd agandes 

lARXAS Reltf MS-DOS veraiaa 
b inked le OMBeo and Is 
dMr»uled by Southem Craaa. 
TARTAS Ratal Unix/Xenix aadM-
uaar version la Inked ta TIAS 
and Inked lo OsMeo 

• I I —•afila nfkhi ks rnnhMii Mi i i ^^Bib 

prefMsional Sabr* 

C M Intorftcc wItti TUS and 
Tr«vt»L Ptent lo Int*f1ac« «Hh 
vAora PiDMUlOflttI 

^ 

AraBabto with 8yst»m On* 

InovpcvwvffN frocuflMy 
^ ^ M i k h ^ ^ t e ^ . * ^ ^ J M M ^ M ^ m t* • - * 

nrgaNii thn 

>^:^ii'J^£ti$iH 

COST ..^'^JA .r -
• r s 7 - * - ' 

- <r > . ' A ; * * . W ! - I . 

For sbigie PC user, an additional 
MO per month on lop of monthly 
payment for basic ApoDo/CeNleo 

For tbigle PC user, an additional 
e1S5 par month on top of monthly 
payment for basic Apiobo/Galllae 

One-off cost ol $3,990 for aingle 
user system end $4,490 for multi
user ayatam braapacttve of 
number of terminela. Annual 
mainterwnce and aupport fee of 
SSOO (payabia after the firat three 
monVia) 

One-off coat of $5,000. Armual 
malntenence fee of $750. 
btdudes Software Support by 
Modem as well aa aystem 
upgrades 

$1,000 kistalatlon fee tor Rrst alb 
pbis $250 for other sitae. $200 pa 
month maintenance fee for Ibal 
alts pkis $75 for each additional 
alle for 3$ monllis (mabilanenca 
lee covara bsbibig, updates and 
Hatp Deak servloee) 

lARTAS Ratal MS-DOS ver t fon -
Bee ASWWI Busineas Manager. 
TARTAS Retal Untai/Xante veratori 
— $2500 par VDU 

AddRbmal $175 a monVi on lop a l 
•wnvvy psynMnCfOf 
Sabra^aMaala 

One-off coet from $7,000 
depenang on medulea ctioean. 
Prica biehidea irabibig bi T W 
affica far one month wRh en aMa 
foBow-iv after bwtalatton, Pb» 
aiyport and upgradaa 

TRAVPAK from $4950 dapendbig 
en optiona aeleded 

tlptOO - sefheara onlK t t l S 7 -
hardwata and soRaiaia (KnBB-
1BSX. 40MB. VQA/eder Befdhr A 
p f t a l a r ) . * H a * a k M k . i 9 , 
B « p p e i ^ 1 * g r « a M i « -

Itavahaaek. Jidy IS, 1100 — Page 1 



APPENDIX C: 

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY Footscray Institute 
OF TECHNOLOGY tL'^^'^' 

footscray. 
P.O. Box 64 
Fcxjtecray, Victoria,. 
Australia 3011 
Telex: AA 36596 

_ , . , _ . Fax: (03) 688 4804 
Faculty of Business Telephone: (03) 688 4200 

I appeal to you to take a few minutes of your time to read, complete and return the accompanying 
survey at your earliest convenience. 

I am completing a Masters Degree Thesis Research at Victoria University of Technology (FIT) and 
request your co-operation in providing valuable data to formulate my research outcomes. As a 
senior person in the travel and tourism industry your opinions on this research area are of particular 
imi>ortance. 

The area of research concentrates on leisure travel product with a view to understanding the 
Distribution Channels used by these products. I am attempting to assess the various types of 
distribution channels and make comparisons with some intemational models of product 
distribution. A major emphasis of the study is to assess how the present channels of distribution 
may alter as global computerised reservation systems become more accepted by both the industry 
and the travelling public plus the advancement of other forms of information technology including 
automated ticketing smart cards, electronic brochuring etc. An additional influence on Australian 
travel product distribution is the deregulation of the Australian airline system therefore your 
opinion will be sought in this area. 

Please find on the back of this sheet a series of definitions which may assist you in completing the 
survey. 

I would be most grateful if you would take a few minutes of your valuable time to complete the 
survey and return it in the accompanying envelope. 

Thank ou for our enerous assistance. 

Peter D Shelley 
Tourism Masters Degree Candidate 



The rollowing dennitions have been nominated to provide a guide for you while completing the 
survey. 

Future 
The foreseeable next five years 

Tourism Product Oeisure product) 
Inclusive holiday produci only. Must involve at least air ticket and accommodation component 

Distribution Channels 
Channels through which travel product is sold. The process of producing, marketing, selling and 
delivering travel related products and services from suppliers to consumers 

Electronic Brochuring 
Traditional brochure information stored on computer disk. Detailed information relating to individual 
products can be assessed and client buying decisions made by viewing the computer screen. 

Automated ticketing 
A form of passenger ticket designed for issue in various printing devices for which data is computer 
generated. 

Suppliers 
They are operators who supply a service for use by cither tour operators, wholesalers, travel retailers or 
travel consumers. 

Tour Operators 
Tour operators plan and operate a tour package by combining more than one service (transport, 
accommodation, sightseeing, meals) into a single product 

Tour Wholesalers 
Tour wholesalers are operators who negotiate with suppliers or tour operators in order to package a 
product which is then marketed to travel retail outlets speciality channelers and the travelling public. 

Retail Travel Agents 
Retail travel agencies process the sale of the tours, air tickets and other travel services to the customer. 

Speciality Channelers 
Recognized speciality channelers include Incentive Travel Firms, Business Meetings and Convention 
Planners, Corporate Travel Offices etc. 

Consolidators 
Consolidators refers to travel companies that receive maximum overrides in retum for an annual 
volume of substantial size or lower contracted rates. 

General Sales Agents 
A general sales agent (GSA) is the exclusive representative of a principal for a given area. 



TOURISM DISTRIBUTION SURVEY | 

Please attempt to complete all questions by circling the appropriate response 

SECTION A 
Assessing present tourisno product distribution channels in Australia. 

1. Do you agree with the table below as being a representation of tourism product distribution 
charmels in Australia ?. 
1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

Suppliert 

Carriara 

Lodging 

Food Services 

Car Rental Firms 

Entenainment 

Cruise Line 

Resorts 

Elc 

One Stage System 

Two-Stage 
System 

Three Stage 
System 

Four-Stage 
Syatem 

Travel Agent, 
Tour Operator, or 
Specialty Channeler 

. 
Specialty Channeler, 
Wholesaler, or 
Tour Operator 

Wholesaler or 
Tour OpcrMor 

Travel 
Agent 

Travel 
Agent 

Specially 
Chanrtaler 

Buyers 

Individual or 
Group Traveler 

-
Individual or 
Group Traveler 

Individual or 
Group Traveler 

Individual or 
Group Traveler 

2. Pencil into the space below an altemative channel of disaibution that you may be familiar with. 

3. Indicate in the box's below the percentage of your product which you sell via the various 
intermediary outlets (view example). Please fill in percentages for present sales and also future 
sales. 

EXAMPLE: 

Supplier Present 
Future 

Tour Tour Travel 
Operator Wholesaler AgCHt 
25% 30% 10% 
15% 20% 30% 

Speciality Direct to Total % 
Channeler Customer 
10% 25% 100% 
10% 25% 100% 

PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCT SOLD THROUGH INTERMEDIARIES 

Supplier 

Tour 
Operator 

Tour 
Wholesaler 

Travel 
Agent 

Speciality 
ChanDeler 

Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 
Present 
Future 

Tour 
Operator 

Tour 
Wholesaler 

Travel 
Agent 

Speciality 
Channeler 

Direct to 
Customer 

Total 



SECTION B: 
A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT. 

• • • ' • • . 

Statement: Information Technology including Computer Reservation Systems, smart cards, 
automated ticketing procedures etc., plus the introduction of airline deregulation wiU 
combine to substantially influence the channels of Australian Tourism Product Distribution. 

The advancement of CRS technology and it's abQity to provide endless amounts of 
information for the traveller may result in; 
4. The Tour Wholesaler becoming a less important intermediary. 

1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

Why?. 

The Travel Agent becoming a more important travel product intermediary. 

1. Sn-ongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree ' 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

Why: 

6. In the not too distant future Suppliers, Tour Operators and Wholesalers will be required to invest 
in "electronic brochuring" so that their product may be sold effectively via computer screens. 

1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

Why? _^__^_ 

7. Travel Agents will require a CRS system to remain competitive following deregulation because 
of constantly changing fares and conditions in the maricet 

1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

Why? 

SECTION C: 
FUTURE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
It is suggested that tourism distribution channels will be different in the future ! 

Possible scenarios; 

8. 
Supplier 

Tour Operator 
Wholesaler 

•jCRSi 
Airline owned/aligned 
travel agent, speciality 

channeler 
Consumer | 

1.Strongly Agree 2.Agree 3.Disagree 4.Strongly Disagree SDon'tKnow 

Comment 

Supplier 
Tour Operator 

Wholesaler 
A CRS •>! Consumer | 

1.Strongly Agree 

Comment 

2.Agree 3.Disagree 4.Strongly Disagree 5J)on'tKnow 



!' ::¥ K). G^you batline a^iituve'traverprod^disttibBticD ̂ fitannelinthQi.!^«rbel3«f • i;' V-•"''« •- '••'*• 

SECTION D: 
Agree or disagree with the following statements 

11. Intending leisure travellers will always require Travel Agents to perform their travel 
arrangements. 

1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

12. Technology and automation will result in Travel Agents losing their share of "minimum servicing 
products" 

i). Car Hire 
1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

ii). Travel Insurance 
1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

iii). Travellers Cheques 
1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Dis^ee 5. Don't Know 

13. An increasing growth in telephone sales and direct marketing of travel product will alter 
channels of tourism product distribution. 

1. Strongly Agree 2, Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

14. It is predicted that Australian domestic airlines will become less dependant on Travel Agents to 
distribute their product in the future, thus altering channels of distribution. 

1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 

15. The future role of the lour wholesaler in packaging product will diminish as CRS and electronic 

brochuring become increasingly established in the industry. 

1. Strongly Agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree 4. Strongly Disagree 5. Don't Know 



SECTION E: 
Statement: The channels of Australian tourism product distribution are mfluenced by 
various ownerships, vested interests and alignments within the industry. 

16. What do you know about the table below? How many additions do you think you can make to it? 

AUSTRALIAN TOURISM OWNERSHIP AND ALIGNMENTS 
Facilities 

Owned/ Aligned 
Hotels/Resorts 

Coach Coy's. 

Hire Car Coy's. 

Tour Wholesaler 

Retail Chains 
(owned) 

Retail Chains 
(aligned) 

Speciality Channels 
(owned/aligned) 

CRS System 
preferred 

Other affiliations/ 
alignments 

Ansett Qantas 

Jetabout 

Australian 

Thomas Cook 

AirNZ 

Jetset 

Sabre 

17. Are you aware of any other studies on the topic of distribution, or other supporting documentation? 
1. Yes 2. No 

If Yes, please list and/or forward. 

. SECTION F. 
" • '• * • Cbntat! Name 

Organisation: 
PH: 

Thankyou 

: . . • " . . ' ' - • • • • • • : •• V ' - . • • • 

FAX-

• • * \ 




